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ABSTRACT
Results, 'conclusions, and recommendations derived from an
in-depth review of Saturn rocket base heat transfer are contained in
three volumes. • • • . ' " ' .
o Volume I - Engineering Analysis - Discusses some
. of the theoretical -and real aspects of-the rocket base
• heat transfer 'problem. It presents an in-depth critique
.of the problems associated with instrumentation and
measurements' of the inflight base heat transfer; com-
pares and discusses typical Saturn flight test, scale
model test, and analytically generated base heating •
and environmental parameters. It-also attempts to
• identify, delineate, and explain the differences between
the experimentally, observed and analytically produced
results. • • ' .
Volume II - Engineering Data - Gives description of the'
Saturn flight vehicles, engine specifications, and operat-
' ing parameters, descriptions of the base instrumentation
and vehicle flight trajectories...- The'collected, normalized,
and correlated Saturn flight test data is presented in ' ..
this volume. • ' •
o Volume III - Flow Reversal Program - Discusses the
theoretical aspects of the-flow reversal program, and
presents parametric comparison between the base -
environmental parameters and experimentally obtained
results.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In current missile designs, it is common practice to form the
rr.ain propulsive system, by clustering £o,gether several rocket engines. '
•The clustered, engine concept is advantageous to many missile design
disciplines, in that it tends to.optim.ize the vehicle. However, this design
creates a very complex thermal fluid problem commonly referred to
.as the "Base Heating Problem.". Heating of the base region results
from radiation which is emitted by the high-tetnperature rocket exhausts
and-'convection from, gases circulating in the base region. As a result,
a severe thermal environment usually exists in the base region. Vital
engine components and sensitive base structure must be protected from
this environment. This is accomplished by determining the thermal
response of the components to the base environment and designing an
adequate protection system.. Since this must "be accomplished prior to
any flight tests, the ability to predict the environment is a necessity.
As a result of experience gained in the design of previous rocket
vehicles, several methods of predicting the bas.e region thermal environ-
ment have evolved. These can be generally categorized as:
o -Scale model testing
o Extrapolation of previous and related flight test
results.
•
o Semiernpirical analytical techniques.
A study of both the theoretical and experimental aspects of the problem
will show, however, that all techniques are still in the development stage.
A. NASA-funded review of the base heating experienced by the
• Saturn Apollo vehicles was initiated in July 1971. The objectives of
this- study were t h e following: • • . . . .
o Scale model tests have been found useful in establish-
ing the relative effects of some of the off-nominal
vehicle operating conditions (Note: Exceptions to this
can be found. ).
. • 'FT I
o Collect, review, correlate, and. compare all relevant . " .i _ ) I
Saturn flight test, scale model -test data, ar-d analyti- '' . !
caliy produced base environmental parameters '. * ) !
. " .- • LJ i
o Identify, . delineate, and explain the deficiencies and • {
differences in the experimental and analytical • pi ' j
methodologies . t _ i ;
f
o Develop improved analytical and experimental pro- f j •
cedures for predicting and evaluating the base . • i _ i ;
environment. • !
. • . • , •* n 1Results, conclusions, and recommendations derived from the study are i — ) ;
contained in three volumes. The accomplishments and conclusions
resulting from this study are .summarized in the following paragraphs.
Pertinent Saturn vehicle flight and scale model te.st data were • . • f~j
. • • • u I
collected, correlated; compared, and are presented in the reports. j
The review of the scale .model test results indicated the . t i l
, . • ' . ' ' . • t
•following: .• • '" ' ' ' . |
• Hi
o Scai-e model testing of the type used during the Saturn • '—' j
program does not predict the full scale vehicle radiant j
environment (Note: The Saturn model test program .. ; j '[
\vas-designedonlytoprovide information- about the • '—' I
coiiyective environment. )
o Scale model testing tends to over-predict the con- '—' j
vective environment • I
. • n i
o Test results need to be scaled or otherwise altered
•' i-n developing full-scale base thermal design criteria.
At present, the scaling procedures produce uncertain
predictions of full scale results. • '—''
If"1"-1'! k »
o Scale model test data have been used with better
results in establishing the design criteria for upper
stages than for booster stages.
•xxvm
It was concluded that although scale model tests are expensive
and often leave much to be desired in establishing the full-scale vehicle
Q
base thermal design criteria, if properly usecL, they can provide guid-
ance and a degree of confidence in the technique which is being used.
Work associated with the analytical methodologies produced
the following:
O A procedure for predicting the convective cooling
during the aspiration phase of flight was developed. .
Comparisons with the flight test results are pre-
sented in the report.
o The computer technique .for predicting the base
environment during flow reversal was improved,
expanded, and computed results compared to.
measured flight and scale model test data. The •
comparisons which are presented, in the report gen-
erally indicate that the program, tends to conserva-
tively over-predict the base convective flux, over-
predict the gas temperature, and under-predict the
pressure. Coupled with the comparisons contained.
in the report, the flow reversal program should'pro--
vide an alternate method for developing full-scale
vehicle base design criteria.
o The use of NASA-developed gaseous radiation com-
puter programs appears to offer an appropriate-
method for predicting plume radiationc However,
this method is somewhat complicated and time-.
c A simplified radiation'prediction technique used . I
• successfully to predict the Saturn and Titan base [
radiation, is easier to use, but requires a knowl- j
edg_e of the plume ground-level emissive pov/er. A . j
computer program was developed to compute the . . ;
radiant flu;-: in the base region using measured plume ' [
emissive power as input. Partially occluded plumes \
and blockage by nonparticipating surfaces can be . 1'
. included. The change in radiation with altitude is • • .
obtained b y extrapolating results measured during . . . . ' I
' flight tests of similar vehicles, which is one of the ;
limitations with this technique. . •
. . . . n i
o Studies or cr.yogemcaj.ly cooled, engines indicated - ' j j- ;
that condensation of the exhaust gases along the j.
engine wail can occur when the wall temoerature r~] \
- " - - • • • ' ' " ' [ ' i fis below the saturation temperature of the exhaust { j }
gases. The effects of condensation on the base I
environment could be significant. • }—) I
. . • fcj 1
Review of the flight test results Droduced the following: • ' f
" n i
o userui qualitative and quantitative trends and 5 j .
characteristics can be obtained from the measured I
flight test data. . T^ •'.
o All instruments used to measure the Saturn inflight
.base heat transfer parameters had the potential for ' f I i
erroneous indications. The quantitative accuracy of ' 1 j j
some of the instruments could not be determined with . [
the information available. "" pi i
U \
o Techniques were developed for correcting some of the \.
•measured results. For future flight tests it is recorn- p"} [
mended that the instruments be calibrated in an environ- i i |
ment similar to that anticipated during the flight, i.e., ' I
a combined radiant and convective environment. The • f"~! • \
- necessary flight parameters can then be evaluated, . . 'i >. \
approximately, from the calibration data. ' ' • ' |
The procedures and methodologies for predicting the base i—•> \
environment and developing thermal design criteria are basically _-_. t
' f I I
developed; however, many of the complexities of the problem will i—3 {
never be significantly simplified. Many improvements can be made '
 e—v {
\ ''' I
and further research is recommended. Areas and specific problems t_J J
which should be studied are listed at the end of each section in Volume I r-r, i
of this ret>ort. . . ' • '-r-1
ni—;. :
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M. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY;. .: . i
1. 1 INTRODUCTION • . . . . ' . |
— • " • f
In current-missile designs, it'is conimor. practice to form the \
I
main propulsive system by clustering together several rocket engines. ' f
i.
Figure 1-1 shows two typical arrangements which have been employed. - j
The clustered engine concept is advantageous to many missile design'. . i
disciplines,, in that it tends to optimize the vehicle by resulting in a i
relatively compact, minimum, weight, and dynamically stable system.- . , |.
•
r
 • i.
'However, this design creates a very complex thermal-fluid problem [
commonly refer red to-as the "Base Heating Problem". The heating |
results from the radiation emitted by high-temperature rocket exhausts |
t
and convectively from gases circulating in the base region. This phe- >
nomenon is shown schematically in Figure 1-2. In summary,' the heat- [
ing in the base region varies significantly with altitude- and can be
characterized as follows: at low altitudes, the supersonic exhausts, in
.
conjunction with the f ree stream flow, pulls' the ambient air into the base i
•' • . [
region which provides cooling to offset the usually high thermal radia- . ' I
tion. At high altitudes, where the ambient pressure is low, the exhaust [
. . - . ' . - I
jets expand and interaction between adjacent engine plumes occurs. . j
t
This causes some of the high-temperature exhaust gases to reverse . • [
back into the base region, resulting in convective heating. Generally, J
heating rates and gas temperatures in the base region'are'relatively • •
r
high, and fluxes of 10 to 30 Btu/f t2-sec and temperatures of 2, 000° F ||
are not uncommon. :. f
!
As a result of the severe thermal environment,, vital engine com-
ponents and -sensitive base structure must be protected. . This is accom- j
plished by determining the thermal response of the components'to the I
base thermal environment and designing an adequate protection system. i
n
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Since this must be accomplished prior, to any fright tes ts , ..the ability to " • '
predict the environment is z. necessity. Unfortunately, because of the t 1 ;
i—..« \
very complex nature of the base heating problem, the predictability of
. . . ' i — S :
t f te environment is very limited, even though much time and -money \ \ \
• J ! !
have been devotee to researching the various aspects of the problem '
T"
during the pas t . 10 years . (
As a. result of previous efforts, several methods of predicting ,
F~l I
the .base region thermal environment have evolved. These methods j £ ;
i
can be generally categorized as: 1) Scale model test ing; 2) Extrapolation '
of previous and related flight test results; 3) Semi-empirical analytical 1 i j
techniques. . • J
However, in studying both the theoretical and experimental "— '•j
aspects of the problem, it becomes obvious that all techniques for pre- , j i
dieting the base heat transfer are still in the development stage. This ;•
is not surprising when the extremely complex nature of the .problem is , r"! j
considered. The theories associated with such problems as fully " ' • •
• i
seoarated and interacting; three-dimensional compressible viscousj. o * .
fluid flows, multiphase turbulent and chemically reacting boundary
layers and coupled radiation, and convection and conduction heat trans-
M !
ier (to mention just a few) are currently limited and complicated. How- , j
ever, these problems are commonly encountered in the base heating P~l ;
" ' . - j j
problem. In the development of the analytical techniques, these com- . '
plex problems are solved using much simpler theories -which ultimately F~i j
introduce inaccuracies into the calculated results. The basic idea in i
the analytical model development is to approximate the insolvable pro- ' ' n |
blems by simple theories and then to adjust the computed results until
 t
agreement with experimental results is obtained. Thus, the. final ana- [~1 •( !
iyticai model would be a semi-empirical solution to the problem. 1
Trouble is encountered using this approach when considering the ]~~] !
experimental data which is to be used as the basis for modifying the. ',
analyt ical model. If scale-model test .results are used, these results . - \
o f ten do not agree with the flight test results because of the inability {
• Ito simulate full-scale vehicle conditions. The flight test results, i
on .he other hand, are suspected of being in err-or at various times . i
curing the flights. ' .As a result, if the analytical models are forced . j
" . • i
to agree with the available experimental data, a general solution of
the base heating problem is not obtained. What does emerge is a
model which fails to properly predict the environment for vehicle con- • :
figurations which are significantly dissimilar. f
' • I
Other lactors also contribute to the general lack of base heat . |
•transfer predictability. Such realistic factors as multiphase (i. e. , . j
engine wall condensation) engine boundary layers, .surfaces with tern- . |[
peratures Controlled by cryogenic liquids, and water absorption by 1
porous heat shield materials appear to affect the base environment [
directly. These factors are not the same on all vehicles, and the \
predictability of the effect is often speculative.
. . ' - • " • ' . ' . . ' ' ' • j
f
1 2 SUMMARY . ' *
• ' . • / • . . • - . - . . - • f
In this, study all available analytical techniques, -Saturn flight i
test results and scale-model test data were to be reviewed. The !
!
purpose of this review was to determine how well these results agree • •
•..--.•....i..-^.--.-----"^...^ <..,/-:: :;:>.;,;---/.- --,^-- ...:_.C.:>U0-vC,.^;--. , ,~>O c^-C- .'-i^u
to provide guidance in establishing acceptable techniques for
cting the base thermal environment and base thermal protection
Task 1 - preview of Analytical Methods-and Evaluation of
Important parameters - All available analytical methods
(for both solid and liquid prop ell ant systems) for cal< ula-
tien of base heating data were reviewed and evaluated.
The validity of assumptions made in the analytical methods
was investigated. The most influential parameters were . I 1 ••
determined. Condensation, turbine exhaust gas injection, •—'
shroud, chemical kinetics, and other effects that may . ' ;
influence base heating were considered. | '\ J
Task 2 - Evaluation of Computer Programs - Available !
computer programs and manuals for calculation of base ! j •
•heating were reviewed. Representative analytical (—• ;
methods and Teledyne Brown Engineering's base heating ',
manual were used to generate analytical 'data-for Saturn | •
vehicles which were compared with flight and expert- . . u—' j
mental data i n Task & . • • • ' :G i1
j-c-^rv j - v^uj.-jnj«-Liuii e.ii.-L review uj. ii^ sj c A j. .J .icji :a.j. 0.1 iw j.- AI i;iit.
. • Data - All available Saturn I, IB, and V flight data, static
test data, and scale model test data, including both hot and ;
-cold flow tests, were collected and reviewed. These data'-
were separated and categorized for the required correla-
tions, scaling, and corrections which were performed in
Tasks 4 and'5.' " ' .
o Task 4 - Correlation of Flight and Experimental Data - . . .
Measured data associated with each stage (Saturn I, IB, f
and V) that best characterizes the base heating phenomenon
 ( t
were selected for evaluation. Off-nominal conditions were
identified and investigated. Data correlation, correction,
and comparison techniques, were studied. . -Errors associ-
ated with measurements and instrumentation were investi- \ j I '
gated. The most suitable technique was used to correlate 1
and compare the measured data. Factors which cause
correlation deficiencies and which create off-nominal
conditions were identified and investigated.
o Task 5 - Scaling of Model Test Data - All existing scaling S ,
methods were reviewed and evaluated. The deficiencies
of existing scaling methods were determined and improve- • .—.
ments made. The model test data were, then scaled (by • j
\ f__ j
the best available scaling method) to full-scale flight
data. - • r—,
V i
... • .. . . u
1 - 6 • • ' . ' - • " ' " ' " . U
ask 6 - Comparisons of Data, Conclusions, and Recom- . j
n-endations - The analytical data from1 Task 2, the corre- : _ . - . .1
lated flight and experimental data from Task 4, and. the [
scaled model test data from Task 5' were compared and •
studied. Base 'heating rates, recovery temperatures, base . • !
pressures, and other variables or phenomenon, e.g., [
condensation effects, found to be important in the study : [
were included in the comparisons. The objective of these i
comparisons is to explain the large differences between . ' • ['
predicted and flight base heating data. \
\l
o Task 7 - Preparation of Final Report - A final technical \
report that describes in detail the results, conclusions, j
and recommendations of the base heating studies has been . i
prepared.
In Section 2, the basic theoretical aspects of the rocket base . [
heating problem are discussed. The fundamental equations, which show .
i • i'in simple terms what must be known in order to arrive- at an analytical j
solution of the base heating problem, are discussed. ' • j
• ' • !
In Section 3, the problems associated with the instrumentation •
used to measure the inflight base heat transfer are discussed. The '
design of accurate instruments for measuring the base heat transfer is • }
a difficult problem which has not been solved. -Many of the instruments [
used during the Saturn flight tests had the potential for error and appear ' •
to have produced measured results which cannot be completely corre- j
lated and evaluated. ' • ['
. " i
»
in Section 4, some typical Saturn flight test results .are com- . • I
pared, analyzed, and discussed. '. • \
i
In Section 5, the scale model test results are compared to the [
measured flight data and discussed.
i
Base heat transfer diagnostic and prediction techniques are dis- i
cussed in Section 6. Base heat transfer environmental parameters pre- j
' • • !
dieted by some of the analytical techniques are compared to the scale
model and flight test results. ." j
1-7
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During the course o f t he study, several quarterly progress . j j - |
reports were, oublished and are listed as References 1-1 through 1-6. • I
' . ' " -. • r7 I
Additional information concerning the Saturn base heat transfer can . I j •
also be obtained from Reference 1-7. j
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2. D I S C U S S I O N OF THE BASE HEATING PROBLEM ' ;
• ;
2. I BASIC HEAT TRANSFER CONSIDERATIONS . • j
' 1
The heat transfer to the'base of a clustered-engine rocket vehicle • \
is a result of incident thermal radiation and convection combined with the •;
conduction, heat storage, reradiation, and possibly phase changes asso- i
r
ciated \vith the .base region materials. Conside-r the differential material "f
volume arbitrarily located in abase region as shown in Figure 2-1. The ' i
s
differential area, dAs, is assumed to be exposed to the convective flux, ',t-
qc, and to the radiant flux, qi_r. Assuming that the material is a porous !
medium, such as an insulation that could have .absorbed moisture, the j
I
phase change which would take place as the material is heated at the i
saturation temperature represents an energy loss, q^. The reradiation, • [
q.,..,,, from the surface to the surroundings will also represent an energy j
loss. A simply energy balance shows that the .net heat crossing the unit
differential area, dA3, is . .' . . ' I.
q-in = qc * aqir - qi -. qrr . - (2-1) . |
.
 !
• »
where ' . • . j.
c^r. - net heat flux crossing dAs . '
.--- ^ . j
qc - convective heat flux j
qir - incident radiant flux ' !
»
qv.r - -reradiation flux . '
t
V
q-, - heat loss by phase change ' (
• • . i
a - surface absorptivity. .
The temperature of the differential volume can be computed by solving
Equation 2-2, the Fourier conduction equation: • ' !
2-1 •
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FIGURE 2-1. DIFFERENTIAL VOLUME ELEMENT '.
2-2
pcp~"' =
*
ex 1: 3x / ' 3y I ^ oy / ' 02 I 3z / !
\vr.ere
o ' - density
c-} - specific heat
T - temperature
r - time
k - . thermal conductivity
Qi_ ' - heat lost by phase change or gained because .of
. heat generation.
Equation 2-1 is related to Equation 2-2 through the boundary
conditions of the problem. Por example, the conduction heat flux is
defined as . .
fi- . • • (2-3)3x •
At the surface, dAs (see Figure 2-1), this is equal to the heat
flux entering the Volume element and gives.the boundary condition;
2-3
D :
/— -j :
Norn-ally Equation 2-2 cannot be solved by closed-form Integra- \ j •
tion for complicated heat t ransfer oroblems. As a result, - most problems ' !
n ;
are solved using a computer program -such as the Chrysler Improved • j j i
t
Numerical Differencing Analyzer (C1NDA). This particular program" is
very versatile and has the capabilities to include the effects of phase | ! j
change heat losses. With regard to Equations 2-2 and 2-4, the driving |
Fl ;potential which causes the heat transier is the convective and the radiant \ \ '
- *— - -.-* *
heat flux. As opposed- to this, in a transient problem, the conduction., j
r eradiation, and the heat loss by phase change are controlled mostly by ,; i '
" ' ^— ' i
the internal properties of the material. With respect to base' heat trans- . \
' • ' • n ifer , it is usually the convective and radiant heating rates which are the j i ;
most difficult to specify.
01
2.2 BASIC PARAMETERS IN CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
To show \ v r - - t must be known in order to specify the convective ;—•
flux, consider the following. The convective flux is defined'by Newton's ' r~1
• ' ' Jlaw of cooling as . • '—
qc = h (Tr - Tw) (2-5) , ^
v/h ere
h .- heat transfer coefficient f j
Tr - gas recovery temperature f
! ' f
T, - surface temperature. . ""^
Also, it is known that the convective coefficient can be derived using • j j
a modified form of the Reynolds analogy given as,
= C (2-6)
\vnere
ana
-n _
" - —
Nusselt number = lix/k •
Reynolds number = pux/u
Prandtl num.ber = io.cD/k
experimentally determined coefficients
characteristic dimension
thermal conductivity
gas density •. ' .
velocity
dynamic viscosity
CD - specific heat.
Because convective heat transfer is a boundary layer problem, •
property gradients exist between the outer fluid and that near the wall.
As a result, the evaluation of the transport properties is dictated by
correlating experimental data using Equation 2-6. The coefficients c,
m, n are also determined as a result of this correlation. Thus, it can
be said that' solutions to the convective heating are always semi-empirical.
Substitution of the physical quantities into Equation 2-6 gives
u
u. j
h = m-n
u.
(2-7)
Further simplification of Equation 2'-7 is possible if the velocity,
u, and the density, p, can be related to the local frees-tre'am variables,
~o_
T0
\
where T is the total temperature, Equation 2-7 can be written as
' • ' • ' 1 '
r
using ideal gas and isentropic relations. Then, ' j j i.
- . -•• : ' D |
and (
I LJ
u- =• M (vgRT.s)2 (2-9)
ro :-
v-i j j S
v '—> '•
\vnere • . . [
. -• •• n 'PS - . static pressure ;• . ' [ J \
PO . - total pressure
0 .
TS - static temperature ' ;. ' •
v - ratio of specific heats . .
R - 0,'as constant . . • . p~T •:
 ' • " . H I .
M - local Mach number
g - gravitational constant.
f;
Then, using the isentropic relation • . • | |
U' j
/-I . .
v r~)
r~!
-72
2 )C( g
/ ' m
• vx
- 1
[~
i (- :
I "
•J (2-11)
m/2
-1
is
terms
.transport
properties
characteristic
dimension
flow field
-ororserties
Equation 2-11 represents only one of the many relations which
are possible. This equation relates the heat transfer coefficient to the
most basic properties of the flow. . The computation of the heat transfer
coefficient using Equation 2-11 requires the following knowledge:
o The type of fluid must be known in order to evaluate
the transport properties Cp, k, JJL, v, and R
o The flow field must either be known or be possible
to compute in order to specify the thermodynamic
properties Ps, PQ, To, and Ts .
o The coefficients c, m, n and characteristic dimen-
sion, x, must be known or assumed.
The latter implies that some geometrically similar problem must have
been investigated and correlated using Equation 2-6.
2-7
With respect to trie base heating 'problem, the • following 'charac- • £ _ I '
t
teristics are known: ' . • •. <
i — i :
Because the 'base' flow changes throughout the flight,
all terms on the right side of Equation 2- 11 -are
o The gas in the base region during-' the aspiration
.
stream, amoient air
'
> — '
- - • .
Dhase of the flight consists orimarilv of the free- ' j 1 1
• 
 -
 '
o During the flow reversal phase, .-the base gases consist . j I t
primarily of the reversed engine exhaust products ' — I
f~~* i
o Regardless of how i t is accomplished; a base gas . . i l l
temperature and a component surface temperature • ' • . '^~^ |
must be determined in order to solve Equation 2-1.
 ( _ j
i l l> ) i
Therefore, because the transport properties are primarily a
function of temperature, it can be assumed that these properties will '. ]' .•
be known when a solution is possible. Knowing this fact, the functional ' ' 5
relations can be written
.q c(T) • = . f [ h(r), Tr(T) ' ] • • ( 2
... • ' ^
where • ' i j
L.J
h(r) = f [c, m, n, Po, Ps> To, x] . "(2-13) ,
U
or '
. ' f—)
.' I
LJ
h'(v) = £[c , m, n, Ps, Ts, u, x]
LJ
Tr(r) = £[T0(r)] • ' (2-14) n
i )
The relations on the right side of Equation 2-13 are also'time-dependent. _; •
Equations 2-12 through 2-14 are by no means a major simplifi-
cation. However, these equations do show, in simple terms, what must
be known to de r ive an analytical solution. The analytical model must be
devised so that the transient values of the pressure (Po, PS) and tem-
perature (T , T^) can be evaluated from the known vehicle and thenno-
dynamic conditions. Also, the available experimental data must be
correlated (-using Equation 2 -6 ) to determine c,. m, n, and the chara'c-
2.3 ASPIRATION PHASE CONVECTIVE COOLING
After engine ignition and release', the vehicle rises through the
atmosphere with increasing velocity. During the. first phase of the
ascent, the supersonic exhaust jets, in conjunction with the freestream,
tend to create an ejector effect in the base region (see Figure 1-2).
This action pulls the ambient air into the base region. The ambient •
air's having a relatively low total temperature during this 'phase of the
flight provides a source of convective cooling to offset the usually high .
radiation. The aspiration phase usually persists only at low altitudes
.'during the first half of the flight. Because of its -positive effects, con-
. t
vective cooling has been largely ignored in base region thermal analyses. t
However, some attempts have been made to more effectively utilize this .
potential by placing scoops and flow deflectors around the base of the
.
vehicle (see Figure 1-1). The development of an engineering model of ':
the convective cooling during this phase will be discussed in another ' .
section of this document. " '
.' • • • -. '
2.4 FLOW 3.EVERSAL PHASE CONVECTIVE HEATING
At high altitudes, where the ambient pressure is low, the exhaust
jets expand until interactions between adjacent engine plumes occur.
As a result of these interactions a very complex shock structure and flow
<—I
. field i s established (see J r igure 2-2). Briefly, what happens i s t h e > j \
- r, • ' ' ' • * ^ I
— --•- * -- -Q • ^
' ' - f~l •
As the supersonic jet leaves the nozzle, turbulent mixing between | I i
the je t - f ree boundary and the surrounding gas takes place. As the jet . i
- ••""") I
approaches the impingement point, the mixing zone has spread to a reia- . L_j- I
}
tivcly thick layer. Because of the momentum exchange associated with ' .!
• the mixing porcess, the velocity (and, therefore, the streamwise momen-
tum) varies significantly across the mixing layer. As the flow approaches
the impingement point, some of the low-energy gases in the mixing layer .. •
cannot penetrate the oblique shock wave and are therefore reversed. .. . j
The criteria which establishes the portion of the mixing layer - •—' j
f
which is reversed is to determine the minimum energy streamline ( i .e . , . .: p-j [
the discriminating "D-" streamline in Figure 2-2) -which can penetrate
the shock. . This can be established by finding the streamline with a .—i j
/ 1 •
stagnation pressure equal to the static pressure behind the oblique — '
shock. Likewise, the location of the undisturbed jet boundary (i. e. ,
i ! .
"J" streamline in Figure 2-2) determines if any of the main jet.is (~J -
reversed. If the "J" streamline of Figure 2-2 has a stagnation pressure r~if
. greater than that of the discriminating ' 'D : ' streamline, then the net
flow is -but of the base region (i. e. , no flow is reversed). However, jp]
LJ
when the "J" streamline stagnation pressure is less than that of the
"D" streamline, then the high-energy main jet exhaust gases- are i <
reversed back into the base region.
f " •*
This criteria was developed by .studying two-dimensional flow | j
across a rearward facing step. Chapman (Ref. 2-1), studying laminar
f*— i
flow, xvas the first to develop a theoretical model of the flow reversal' • . j J
mechanism. Korst, et- al (Ref. 2-2) developed a similar model for
r~)
turbulent flows. '• Goethe rt (Ref. 2-3), studying flow reversal from • . 1 j
clustered rocket engines, was the first to apply these -theoretical.. models
! 1 '.
UJ-
SHOCK".
'J" - BOUNDARY OF UNDISTURBED
..JET .
"D" - DISCRIMINATING- LINE, i.e.,
LOWEST ENERGY STREAMLINE
, 'WHICH.'CAN PROCEED- '
DOWNSTREAM
EDGE Of
MIXING ZONE
"J"STREAMLINE
MIXING VELOCITY PROFILE
"D" STREAMLINE
SHOCK
'D" OUTSIDE "J" NO FLOW REVERSED
REVERSED ' •• '
FLOW ^- '
"J" STREAMLINE -
"D" STREAMLINE
V.-c-
'D" INSIDE "J" rLOW REVERSED
FIGURE 2-2. FLOW REVERSAL CONDITIONS'
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Hij _ ] |
j
^_]
directly to the rocket base now problem. The use of back step flow
models as diagnostic techniques for predicting the base environment
has ;iot received wide -acceptance because of disagreements obtained
with equivalent experimental results. One of the reasons cited-is that
in order to apply the relatively simple two-dimensional back step flow
model to the very complex three-dimensional rocket base flow reversal
i "'
'problem, many significant simplifications and approximations must be { 1
made. These are thought to introduce errors in the computed results.
One of the tasks of this study was to determine the accuracy ' "*
and utility of the flow reversal analytical 'models. For this purpose, - . - f~|
a computer program was developed and is 'discus se.d in detail in
L
Volume III of this report. Comparison between the analytical flow • f ; |
( I !
reversal model and the-measured results obtained during scale model ' {
and flight test are shown in Section 6 and in Volume ill of this report. f~l
2.5 PLUME RADIATION '
The thermal radiation emitted by rocket exhausts depends- on L
n E
....„„, --. ------ — ~ ^o.^ .~~-v - -~ _- - -~~~~^*v-~ v.*^ ^^ r-^r-** — " «. \ I
v
 — !
combinations and engine operating conditions. • To achieve maximum [
" n '•specific impulse (thrust-to-mass-fiow ratio), 'engine operating condi- !
tions are required which directly influence the plume radiation. For . \
liquid-propellant engines, the maximum specific impulse is obtained
when the mixture ratio is fuel rich. For solid-propellant motors,
metallic particles are mixed with the fuel to increase the specific impulse. • [_J
Large liquid engines also have very fuel- rich turbopump gases dis- • .
. . . . - - . - . f | • ,
charged into the outer periphery of the 'main exhaust streams near the - . J _ t |
" _ t
exits. As a result, licuid engines dis.charge large amounts- of 'excess -'
D I
?_ i 7
fuel which can and do mix with the ambient air and-burn under the.
correct conditions. The afterburning appears to be quite significant
. at low altitudes and produces a high temperature mantle which sur-
rounds the exhaust plumes. At high altitudes, the afterburning either -j
decreases to a very low level or ceases altogether. For liquid engines . • -i
where the fuel is a hydrocarbon (RP- 1), the chemically inefficient com- i
bustion proces.s (i. e. , excess fuel) taking place within the engine system. ' .;
.produces significant amounts of particulate carbon (soot). This condi-
tion, in conjunction with the afterburning, causes the plumes to radiate ' {
similarly to a high-temperature blackbody. Because of the solid par- |.
tides, the radiation from iarg.e, hydrocarbon-fueled engines and solid- • |\ t
propeliant engines is similar. If the fuel is a nonhydrocarbon '(hydrogen), }
' !
the exhaust gases are semiopaque and the radiation is, therefore, much' ',".t
lower. • •• ' • >
i
Rocket exhaust plumes are nonisothermal, nonisobaric, and j
nonhomogeneous gas bodies. The equation which governs such a ' \
radiating gaseous body is (see .Figure 2-3) ' j
dS
'Iv L fs p Kv Jbv exP (- /s
• cos 6 dS dco dv
wiie re
Qj_ r - incident radiant flux
P - local density
\v - spectral absorption coefficient
Iv)v - Planck function
S. - optical path
wave number
=
 Eb ep . FdAs - dAp (2-16)
w e r e
Sb = crTJ - plume blackbody emissive t>ower' •
m
r~> f
_ . . . , . . - . • u Io - see f i gu re Z-j. • i
,-
Computer programs for calculating the rocket exhavist plume radiation • I \ . \
us ing Equation 2-15 are available (see Reference 2-4 for example). \
' • ' • • n !However, the computer programs require, as input, the complete • • | , i
'
spatial definition of all. thermocynarnic and radiation properties along j
• ?—i I
all optical paths. This type of information is seldom available and is • . 11'
difficult to generate theoretically for multiple plumes with afterburning. • !
D.tFor an isothermal,. isobaric, and homogeneous gas, Equation
U
2-15 can be reduced to ' ' • . ': . {—•»
hre • ' . r— •> I
' •''
- ' — ~ - view factor between dAs and dA^ •
= f(Tr>, p, i ) - effective volumetric gas emissivity
\ j
I _ j j-
• • • 'T D - piume temperature / • . . . . . . - . ' . .
i - mean be aim length. ... • '
n '
To derive Equation 2- 16, the emissiyity was assumed to be a function • _ 1 f
of the gas temperature, density, and some characteristic dimension (i } _ , j
of the gaseous body. 'This concept developed by H. C. Hottel is . i — 1
discussed in most engineering heat transfer texts. The characteristic . ,— ^
dimension for circular cylinders and spheres can be obtained from i — J
Keference' 2-5.. The restriction that the gas is isothermal, isobaric, ' , — ,
• ' - . . ' • • U
?-^ • n• i __ i
AFTERBURNING
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dA ..
HEATSHIELD
NORMAL
. A
Upt-x r r
x"*~\ ^
RADIATING
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FIGURE 2-3. • ROCKET PLUME RADIATION SCHEMATIC
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and homogeneous severely -limits thi use of this approach when com- h
putir.g the radiation from rocket exhausts. . i
r-n ii j I
Because of the solid' particles in the exhaust plumes, trie optical ' . . ( _ j i
depth is very short for both hydrocarbon-fueled liquid and solid-propel- _ . ;
lant engines operating at low altitudes. Therefore, the radiation- is very £__J j
• -' '
 f
nearly a surface phenomenon. For this condition, Equation 2- 15 'can be
 ) _ ^ i
U l|
surface and a differential receiver. In finite 'difference form, 'this _ j
•' • ' ' ' i i '
equation can be written as ' - ' ( _ .)
. • (2-17) • .
' .
n
To use this equation to' compute the radiation, it is necessary to know { — 1 j-
the spatial variation of the plume emissive power (Ep). « — ^ •
U IBecause oi the very complex nature of the problem, accurate }
radiation predictions are verv difficult to make. ' • t i i
2.6 MISCELLANEOUS EFFECTS ' .
- .
Considering the discussions of the convective 'and radiant heating i
. . . . ' • ' • - ' ' n !
:n a rocicet base region, some of. the obvious factors which establish ' i _ j i
the base environment are • !
• ' • • n . i
_ . . . . . • • • i _ i i
o Engine spacing ' ' — ' '
o Base structural ar.rangem.ent . \
o Propellant combination i j i
o Vehicle operation conditions. ^~^ j
Hov/ever, many other (not- so-obvious) factors also exist- which can
influence the thermal environment in direct ways. These factors are
often unique to one specific vehicle configuration and/or to one specific I j i i
flight. Some of these are discussed below. • i r
2-16
Base heat shields are usually coated with a high-performance,
lightweight insulation material. These materials are often quite porous.
As a result of. the humid atmosphere in conjunction with'surfaces at or
near cryogenic temperatures, a considerable amount of condensation
is in contact-\vith the vehicle prior to launch. It is often possible for
some of. this ccndensate to collect above the heat shield and/or be
absorbed into the porous insulation material. During flight the pressure
surrounding the base region is constantly decreasing, and thermal
energy is constantly being added to the materials in'the'base region.
As a result, any moisture changes phase from a liqurd to a gas or sub-
limes directly between the solid and vapor state. The heat shield absorbed
'moisture outgasses directly into the convective boundary layer and
appears to influence the convective environment during the early phase
of booster flights. ' B-ecause of the large energy required in changing
phase, the temperature of the heat shield is lower than that which would
be expected for a dry heat shield. ' ' . .
Another example of.phase-change-related environmental effects
is associated with cryogenicaily cooled engine walls. Typically, liquid
propellant rocket engines are constructed of thin wall tubes brazed
together along the axial direction. Wall cooling is provided by pumping
some of the fuel through the tubes. Since the Saturn upper stag.es used
LOX/K? propellants, hydrogen was pumped through the tubes. It is
important to the coolant, circuit flow rates that the coolant enter and
leave the cooling circuit as -a liquid. For hydrogen, this means tempera-
tures of approximately -250 to -400° F. Flowing hydrogen .at these-tem-
peratures produces gas side wail temperatures'well below the satura-
tion temperatures of the mostly water vapor-exhaust products. As a
result, condensation and even solidification of "the water vapor adjacent
to the wall appears to have taken place. Since- the engine boundary layer
2-17
. LJ :
. ' '!
n :iiuid is the iirst portion of the fluid which is-.reversed into the base ' ' '
region, it would appear that the condensate could have significantly .
influenced the temperature-of the base g,as. . • . [ J |
Extreme engine gimbal patterns and/or inoperative engines can
also significantly influence the base environment. During a nominal U :
flight, the engines gimbal (i. e. , pivot about an apex) only slightly to £| :
make minor adjustments in the vehicle trajectory. However, such
til ings as inoperative engines, gimbal actuator failures'or events which. f"~j
create severe vehicle side loads ( e .g . , loss of the micrometeoroid
shield during-launch of the'Skylab) cause severe-engine move'ments. f~l j
'' .. fj '"
All 01 these conditions have been experienced during some of the Saturn
vehicle flights. When these conditions exist, the base environment is j1
t-i
usually iniiuenced. significantly. As a result, the vehicle base thermal
protection system design environment is often dictated by one of these • j j '[
more severe 'conditions. . '
The existence of soot from hydro carbon prop'ellants is another , j j (
factor which complicates the base heating problem. Since the base
region is a high radiant heating environment, it \vould be very desirable '• • '
to use surfaces which have a low absorptivity. Although it is customary
to employ low absorptivity surface coating, for added insurance, the effect
can seldom be relied on because of the possibility of degradation result-
~ • n
ing from, soot deposition. Photographic observations have.shown that ' [ j
the base region is almost engulfed in thick exhaust gases, just after . ^_^
engine ignition, and occasionally during .the release 'and launch phases t_J
of the mission. Other photographic observations of the vehicles at ' ^^^
r j
extreme altitudes have shown what appears to be soot deposition along . L_J
the cylindrical afterbody.' Tills is explained by the reversed gas flowing
 (
. • f !
'out of the base region and forward along the vehicle in a highly separated i 1
flow region. This amount of soot deposition along the side of the vehicle
implies an even larger amount v/ithin the base region. Needless to say,
the problem, of soot deposition creates serious instrumentation problems
when attempts are made to measure radiative and convective heating
parameters. . ' .
Several of these effects will be discussed in more detail in the
'-
following sections. • •
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- 3. FLIGHT VEHICLE INSTRUMENTATION. PROBLEMS
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
Because of. the extreme complexity of the base heating problem,
one would expect to gain a considerable understanding and insight into
the problem by studying and comparing the in-flight test results. To a
degree, the latter is possible; however, certain instrumentation-
.related problems have thus far prevented the full use of the flight-test
results. . • ' . .
With respect to efforts made in measuring the base environment,
the Saturn vehicles were probably the most well- instrumented vehicles
ever flight-tested. Over 200 individual instrument types and locations
.?
were used in the base region. Many of these were carried on several
of the 30 individual, well-instrumented, .flight-test vehicles. However,
these efforts appear to have fallen short'of producing results which can
be used ' to evaluate many of the parameters that are important and neces-
sary in understanding the base heating problem. If a single factor could
be identified as a major.cause for the general lack of understanding of the
base heat transfer, it would most surely have -to be the inability to accu-
rately measure the in-flight base environmental conditions. The latter
might imply criticism of those responsible .for the design and selection
of the individual'instruments. This is not necessarily intended. The
truth of the matter lies in the fact that conditions existing within the
base region produce requirements which are nearly impossible to meet
'with instruments designed along conventional lines.
The instrumentation used in the base region was intended to serve
a dual purpose. First, it was to establish the adequacy of the base ther-
mal protection system... Second, it was to provide basic information with
regard to the base heating phenomenon. The types of instruments used
3-1
n^fcv
•
were thermocouples, gas temperature probes, pressure probes, and • f~] •
*
 :
 ' ' - ' LJ.-,
neat uux meters. T'ne high radiation and convective heating environ- . ;
i
ment; the high-frequency, high-<? conditions; and transient, possibly f ] }
. ' ' . ' - . ' . ' " ' • ' • • L J |
contaminating (i. e. , soot irom engine exhausts) environments produced \
difficult conditions for the instruments to meet. \ I !
' ' • <—M
The basic requirements for the instrumentation were that it '
• ' . - ' " ' * n ibe lightweight, compact, and rugged. Early in the program it was ! j I
• realized that accurate, responsive, and reliable instruments were not [
available to meet these requirements. As a result, an extensive instru- f j j
mcnt development program was 'carr ied on over the entire program at ;
significant expense. The instruments used on the later flights represent [ j i
the'most well-developed instruments. However, as will be shown, -even i
f~~\ j
these leave much to be desired with respect to individual instrument ' ' ( j !
accuracy. ' . . ,
3.2 GAS TEMPERATURE PROBES .
 f_ \
3 .2 .1 Physical Descriptions ' • . '— i
/•••"* ,
Shown in Figures' 3-1 through 3-7 are sketches of some of the \ ! .
' , - LJ 1
probes used to measure gas temperatures in the base regions. Gen- i
n !|
i -' . V
therm.ocoup.les. • . . !
|—' f
The probes s.hown in'Figures 3-1 and 3-2 were used in the 1 \ \
Saturn I through Saturn 13 base regions. These probes consisted of . ,—., j
a chrcmei-alumel thermocouple mounted in an insulating case. i ! |
V
Various radiation shields were used in an effort to reduce the effects
 t—, i
I 3 !
of absorbed radiation on the temperature reading. On the Saturn IB. !. 1 I
vehicle, the probes were mounted so that the' distance from the surface ,—. i'
' ' • • . - ' . - ; i i
to the probe sensing element was varied-as shown-in Figure 3-3. • i—i.. (
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bhown in Figures 3-4 through 3-6 are sketches of the'probes j j
'• * —. !
used in the Saturn V, S-1C base region. The probe shown .'in Figure j
3-4 was used exclusively around the engines, while that shown in
Figure 3-5 was used on the heat shield. The heat shield probes were .'•
mounted through t h e heat shield with t h e distance from t h e surface t o l i t
the sensing element varying between 0.25, 1.0, and 2.5 inches. !
• • • • - • ' ' n i
As seen in the f igures the designs of the sensing elements of —' j
the S-1C heat shield and engine gas temperature probes are distinctly i—j i [•
di f ferent . The engine probe consisted of a bare 0. 002-inch-d.iameter —^
platinum/ 10 percent rhodium thermocouple surrounded by a double j—j
radiation shield. The inner and outer radiation shields were plasma
spray coated, with aluminum oxide to prevent catalytic reactions. Gas . • r~l i
. contacted the thermocouple junction by traveling a circuitous route . |
i
through a 0. 15-inch square hole in the outer.shield and through 0.040- J 1 'i
i
finch or 0. 10-inch-diameter "holes in the inner shield. ' " i
•• • n i
The heat shield probe consisted of a fine platinum/10 percent j I I
rhodium thermocouple wire encased in a platinum/6 percent rhodium !
sheath filled with compacted magnesium, oxide insulation .(see Figures ' t .j
3-5 and 3-6). To reduce thermal radiation, the sensing element was -
surrounded by a single outer shield. To prevent catalytic reactions, !^
—i ;•
the exposed surfaces were coated with molybdenum silicide, and the j
sensing element was coated with ceramic cement. Gas entered the ( j j
cuter shield through three equally spaced radial holes 0. 1625 inch in t
diameter (approximate). { j \
' I
Figure 3-7 shows a schematic of the gas temperature probe . - /-—• \
us-ed in the base region of the Saturn S-il stage. These probes were '—' I
unshielded and extended approximately 2 inches from the heat shield ,—j
surface. The design of the sensing element which contained the • {—' I
thermocouple'was considered proprietary by the manufacturer. How-
ever, the information which could be obtained suggests that the design
of the S-1I stage sensing element was similar to that of the S-IC heat
shield, probe 'shown in Figure 3-6. No doubt different inate rials such as
the alumina sheath were used in construction; otherwise, the' design was
probably similar.
Further information regarding details of constructing and quali-
fication tests of the Saturn gas temperature probes can be obtained from
References 3-1 through 3-8.
3.2.. 2 Gas Temperature Probe Accuracy
Based ut>oii the data available, it must be concluded that the
'!
ability of the gas temperature probes to measure accurately the tempera- , . |
ture of the base gases is very questionable. For some conditions the \
r
probes may have indicated the true temperature within a few percent, [
however, this is a result of fortuitous circumstances. Furthermore, . f
it does not appear possible at this time to correct the erroneous inflight- • ' r
measured results with any degree of confidence and/or accuracy. The |.
reasons for these unfortunate conclusions are many and varied and are . "
t
discussed in detail in the following sections.
Briefly stated, the gas temperature probe errors appear to be a !'
• • I
result- of the following factors.: • !
t
"o Coating the surfaces of the probes to prevent catalytic I
reactions produced surfaces with high radiation absorb- ' j
tivities and caused the probes to be overly sensitive to \
•incident radiation and reradiation at high temperatures. . .- {
*.i
o Capsulatihg the thermocouple inside the insulated sheath- •
would apt>ear'to have had several deleterious effects: i
the heat transfer path between the gas and the thermo-
couple was increased; the sensible heat capacity of the .
thermocouple/insuiation/sheath system was considerably {
PRECEDING PAGto BLANK NOT FILMED - • . " „ . .
^ — 11
higher than it would have been for the thermocouple | _ j !
alone; and the conduction path between the body of the • j
•probe and the thermocouple was increased. . <• — • j
" • . " • ' • • ' ' L! i
The net effect of these factors could have caused the probes to measure ' 1
both higher or lower defending entirely xvoon the instantaneous eauilvb- . • ! \ •
. . * • LJ <
rium conditions v/hich prevailed. When these probes are used in the
 ;
(—1 ibase region some. -of the effects tend to cancel each other, providing ( j •
• L-J i
sorr.c reason to speculate that the overall accuracy might be better than !i
that indicated by considering each source of error separately. 1 ! i
r
3.2 .3 Gas Temperature Probe Theoretical Evaluation i
- : - :- - ,—-) ,
• ' Ll lConsidering the schematic of the gas temperature probe shown . >
f
in Figure 3-8,- a heat balance about the thermocouple junction gives f *} I
U |
i
Q_ = Qr + Q - QK ' .' -. . ' •' ' (3-1)
where
 . . . '. • •'••' • ' ' . ' ' n .1
. • • t — i i
• Qs - net heat in the junction . j
• . ' • ' . ' • ' " • M ' !Q - net radiation absorbed or^'rejected by the junction 1 — 1 i
Qc - convective heating to the.- junction f"} !
. ' • . . ^ - iQ .- heat conducted into or out of the junction.
Assuming the junction to be an isothermal mass, the net heat in the
(3-2)
wnere
\v,- - weight of the junction
-Q; - specific heat of the junction
P )
U. I
junction at any time is the sensible heat; therefore- '
 (—I !
' i ;
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n
'
;
Considering the radiation interchange between some small but
finite junction area, A A:, and an arbitrarily picked surrounding area, F~|
.: LJ'
AA, , , the radiant energy emitted by A A; which is absorbed by A AK .is
" «,-• -'*>,-.-,*, ' «»> D
Q
\vhere • .
nQ-
 K - net radiant energy emitted by'AAj and absorbed'by [ j
The radiation interchange factor includes not .only the direct radiation
tween AA; and AAK but, also, any reflected and rereflected energy.e
The net radiant energy exchange, i.e., the amount emitted by AA^ and
-J-K
': - radiation interchange factor . 1 !
>aj - blackbody emissive power of AA: u
D l
received by A A; minus the amount received by A AK that was emitted
v .'
by AAj (Ref. 3-9), is given by • i [
(3-4) LJ
D
n
I
'I
Then, if ail of the surrounding (which at this point includes the shield, • . —
radiant sources, etc. ) are divided into n arbitrary area elements, the
net energy exchange between AA; and the n radiating elements is
' n
nu
Qnet, j = E
K = l
V V
K =i K = l
n
= ? - A A E b K - F A A E b . (3-7)
K =1
Then, using the reciprocity theorem. (Ref. 3-9),
= A A , ? . ' • .(3-8)
gives
n
AAj
Letting the thermocouple junction be subdivided into m. elemental
areas, AA:, the net radiant energy exchange between the junction
and all of the surroundings is
m n
= E E. AAJ *j
j - 1 K - 1
Equation- 3-10 can be simplified, by the following:
m
Qr = E
 n m n
 2 AAJ -^J-K EbK - E E AAj
j = l K = l j = l K = l
- E E ^j ^;-K E-OK - E AAJ Ebj E
'
= 1 . .
c
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Then, since . . . - . • J j
• . . • i ;
he second terra in Equation 3-11 car. be written as
rn n . rn
V"\ \—\
 i v^-v (3-13)
= A j £ j E b j = A j € j < r T j * (3-14)
n i
assuming £: E-K; - £• crT; to be constant over the junction, Eoua- IJ ^j j J * p-i ;
£ i ition o-li becomes '• j ] i
j = l n
! 1
i li
where • • - • • f 1
r ^ J
A- - surface area of the junction •J
 - £~n
£; -' emissivity of the junction . i—"••
T-- - temperature of the junction. } 1J
 " . !' I
Equation 3-14 is the thermocouple radiant, emission term and
1 "•
accounts for all of the energy lost by radiation that is absorbed by the ; • |
surroundings. Thus, the net radiation can be written as
o
°r = Z'. Z (A-V J_K£b«)-A j ' .e j .VT> • (3-15> n
• ] = 1 K = ! ' ' • - . - • . - • ! ' - i
The first term-on the right of Equation 3-15 represents all the sources
which radiate to the junction. For convenience, this can be subdivided . I
• t
into the separate sources of radiation. Therefore, dividing the plumes >-
into p radiant sources, .the radiation shield into I sources, and letting a I
represent all other sources which radiate to the junction gives ' I
£ AAJ F j . g E b g + . E AAJ
K = i J S=l
e =
L
net TDlume\ , /net shield \ /net surroundings\
" • *j I radiation / ' \radiation / ' \ radiation j
' net
reradiation
The convective heat flux to the junction can be written as .•
Qc = A hj (Tr - TJ) ;.- ' .' (3-17)
\vliere
T - r T • • !'
-* . g . . . |
• r - recovery factor .
i
Then, substitution of'Equations 3-2, 3-16, and 3-17 into Equation 3-1 j
gives ' ^ |
\
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W- C^.~~ = V ' V A "A .'IT.
j ?J CiT .Ml -', J'" J-g
• 3 = i V g = ^
S = l e = i
, . (3-18)
he individual terms of Equation 3-18 represent the following:
WJ
V V A' A - -. TT,
/.' /.- J ° j - g - " " £
- "l or - 1
V Y AA ;p./ / ' / j j—
j= 1 S=l
rn
A A _,
^
. -
J J
o
sensible heat capacity of the junction
net radiation emitted by the plumes
that is absorbed by the junction
net radiation emitted by the radia-
tion shield that is absorbed by the
junction
net radiation emitted by all other
radiant sources that is absorbed
by the junction
net radiation given up by the junction
convective heating to the junction
conduction heat lost or gained by
the junction .
For an ideal probe, ail terms of Equation 3-18 are identically
« T ; thus, measuring the emf output of the
a ' .
-_-o"oe gives the approximate gas temperature. For an actual probe,
:ero, giving T: = r
J
LJ.i
U ;
n <LJ
n i
C i
I I
Li !
Di>
n jLJ
n
all terms in Souatior. 3-18 are not aero and the result is
(r T,,' - T-;) ~i 0 ;• ' • ' (3-19)
>-> -*
likev/ise,
r
By studying Equation 3-18 it can be seen that in the design of an ' [
t
accurate gas temperature probe it is desirable to have the following:
o The sensible heat capacity of the junction (or -specifi-
cally the mass of the junction) should be as small as
possible [ i .e . , w= Cp; (dTj) / (dr ) ->• 0] . This gives a
rapid response to changes in temperature.
c The conduction path between the thermocouple junc-
tion and the probe, body should be as small as possible. \-
This reduces the heat lost.or gained by the junction via !
• conduction (i.e., Q;< ~0) . . • j
i
o The-net effects of absorbed and emitted radiation should j
be made negligible. , • !
o The gas should contact the probe junction with low flow . . '.
velocities so that the recovery factor, r, would be as |
close to unity as possible. , • . !
o The heat transfer coefficient should be made as high :
as possible so that the convective flux to the junction i
(and therefore the sensitivity to the gas temperature), j.
would be high relative to the other sources' of heat I
transfer. - ;
I
Tile requirements for which.the Saturn gas probes were designed, such .' j
I
'as the ability to withstand high-g, high-frequency vibrations; high- ' ' • ••
absorbtivity surface coatings.; etc., made these idealistic requirements ','
almost impossible to approach. - . ' • . '•
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(3-20)
pi<
single- shielded thermocouple junction, .Equation 3-20 gives
(3-22)
£2 £3
bnieidmg the junction reduces the net eifects oi absorbed and
emitted radiation. 3y £ollo\ving the derivation given on "cage 311 of '
I I
.Reference 3-9 for the'' -net radiant flux transferred between two shielded r _ > f
1
surfaces, it can be shown that the net flux transferred between the 'outer _ I
r ) - (
•• . • j ! j
shield and the inner shield is given by ' 1 _ i 5
.
• ' n S
where . •• • t \ \ \
^ — > I
• . • . • • . ' i
n - number of surfaces between the junction and the outer' - r~i . '
shield including both .of these .surfaces ' • ' • - 1 i [
E-Dn - emissive power of the outer shield -,-^1 j
I — i [
p - reflectivity ' t
£ - emissivity. . '• ' | _ j
Considering a single- and a double- shielded thermocouple (see . r— ^  {
Figure 3-9), the effect of shielding the junction can be shown. For the- .' *• — ' j-
» — 5 j
LJ i
[
D
IFor the double-shielded junction, Equation 3-20 gives '— i;
SINGLE SHIELD
n = 2
RADIATION SHIELDS :DOU3UE SHIELD
FIGURE 3-9. SHIELDED THERMOCOUPLE JUNCTIONS
It can be seer, from Equations 3-21 and 3-22 that eve1-, if the sur-
face reflectivities were zero (i .e. , blackbody surface), using a double
shield reduces the net flux by a factor of two below that of the single-
shielded probe. Experimentally, the effects of radiation-shielded
thermocouples and-conduction influences are reported on pages 263 and
264 of. Reference 3-10. - .
3 .2 .4 Gas Temperature Probe Qualification Test Results
Qualification tests conducted on the Saturn gas temperature
probes (Refs. 3-3, 3-4, and 3-7) show conclusively that the in-flight
rnea.sured temperatures must be considered questionable. The purpose
of the Qualification tests was to demonstrate by actual testing that the
instruments could meet the mechanical and functional requirements.
The thermal tests consisted of exposing the.probes to a hot gas flow
and a radiant flux. The orientation of the probes as v/ell as the flow
velocity, gas temperature, density, and -radiant flux were systematically
varied. . • '
A typical hot-gas test consisted' of exposing a heat shield probe
to a flowing gas with known velocity, stagnation temperature, and
density. A test fixture was designed so that the probe could be rapidly
3-21
, . . ' - • U i
' !
.- '
 x
 i •injected into-the gas stream once the gas flow condition was established. [ j I
The temperature of the probe was monitored until well after steady- j
, - ' Hi-state conditions were reacned. . . . } ^ ^
Some typical results obtained during the qualification tests are c—> - [.
' ' " i l l -
shown in Figure 3-10. After exposure, the probe would rise to a '—' :
i
steady-state value that was well below the actual gas temperature.. f—•; I
'. " I iFor condition 4 of Figure 3-10, the actual gas temperature was approxi- u i
f
•r.atcly 2054° F; at steady state the -orobe indicated a temperature of 1—) '
. . - • • " " . M f
1190° F. During this test the flow velocity was .1928 f t /sec , the stag- ' *—' !
' . - • " ' . - i
nation pressure was 0'. 81 Dsia, and the density was 0 .00097 lb/f t3 . - (—j i
:
 " ' ' ' . ' • ' - 1 ! i
The 864& 'F temperature difference represents a probe error of approxi-
mately 34 percent (based on degrees Rankine-)..''-As may be seen in the . C} \
. ." ' ' i '
figure, the errors are less at higher flow rates and lower temperatures. . \
{—•• !In addition to varying the mass flow rates, the probes were j >! t
injected' into-the flow with different orientations with respect to the ' . '•! |
ccntcrlinc flow direction. Probe positions were.varied from: probe j ]
axis normal to the flow (Position I); probe axis 60 degrees to the flow
(Position II); probe'axis 30 degrees to the flow (Position III); and probe j. j
axis parallel to the flow (Position IV).
n
The results of approximately 44 tests conducted in the hot-gas I—>
• envirOivmerit are reportedHn Reference 3-4. These test results were
 f—I
evaluated to determine the probe error as a function of mass flow rate, —>' j
• ! i
position,-'and gas temperature. The test results are tabulated in Table «—-j :
. - " Ml
o-i . Tiie probe temperature, Tp, is the apparent steady-state value.
Also shown in Table 3-1 are the average conditions indicated for all
Position 1 tests. These results are plotted in Figure 3-11. Across
the abscissa of this- plot'are shown the approximate times that the
flow in the S-1C base region had the same mass flow flux (pu).
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nThe test results shov/n in Figure -3- 1 1- were obtained/by exposing ' f | .j
. • • , ; / _ \ ,
trie p ro tc to not gas only, iiie test chamber was a water-cooiea pipe. ,
The temperature of the chamber wall is not reported in Reference 3-4; f } ;'
i V i'
r _ \ j
however, some radiation exchange between the pipe wall and the probe i
could have influenced' the results. f**"| •;.
LJ |
During another part of the qualification tests the probe was |
exposed to a radiant flux in the absence 'of any forced convection. The . ] i •
_ J [
results of these tests are shown in Figure 3-12. When- the probe was J
' f~l 'irradiated with s. 40-3tu/ft2 -sec flux from all sides the probe indicated. j :
a steady-state temperature of 2500° F. Exposure to a 15-Btu/ft2 -sec '
flux (approximately the magnitude of the S-IC heat shield incident flux) }
produced an.indicated steady-state temperature of approximately 1400°F.
When the sides of 'the probe were shielded with a special reflective
shield and the end was exposed to a 40-Btu/ft2 -sec radiant flux, 'the probe j
indicated a steady-state temperature of approximately .450° F. |' j ;
A similar set of- tests was conducted using the S-IC engine gas I—;
. . . ' - I i i
temperature prooe. ihe engine probe was exposed to hot gas at vary- '—' |
ing flow rates and to combined radiant flux and gas flow. During the f—j [
j i i
hot-gas now tests the gas temperature was varied between. 300 and 2100°F {—' {•
(Figure 3-13). During the combined radiant and gas flow tests the probes o—>; '
t i I
were exposed to incident heating rates of 19.3 and 10.6 Btu/f t 2-sec in a . '—* [
gas flow having temperatures of 20 to 60° F. The orobe was also exposed - ,f~)
• * - ' I !
to a 400° F gas temperature flux in conjunction with the 10. 6-Btu/f t2-sec i
radia:it flux. , ' . r~l r
•Li I
Based upon the" steady-state conditions, the engine probes con- |
sistently indicated low when exposed to hot gas flow only, and high when ' j • •
i—) •
exposed to the combined radiant and gas flow. During the radiation tests, . i
when the probe was exposed to a 10. 6-Btu/ft2-sec radiant flux, the indi- j | ;
' . i—' •_
cated error was less when the gas temperature was 400° F than when the
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berr .pcrature was between 20 and 60° .t . The latter may appear i
to be somewhat misleading since it indicates improved accuracy, at ' |
i
higher gas tempera tures ; however, these results actually indicate that |
i
with the probe exposed to a 10.6 Btu/ft2-sec radiant flux the junction • !
equilibrium temperature is closer to the 400° F gas temperature than .: }
to the 20 or 60° F gas temperature. This also illustrates that the probe ;
er rors tend to be reduced when the probe'is exposed to a combined radi- |
!
ant and hot-gas environment. [
tj
The Saturn S-II stage gas temperature probes (Figure 3-14) were j
i
also tested in a gaseous environment (Ref. 3-7). These tests consisted • ' I
of exposing the S-li gas temperature probes to the flame of a plasma ' I
spray nozzle. The actual gas temperature was measured with a so- j
called standard thermocouple located in close proximity to the probe . {
" ' . ) "
junction. All tests were..conducted at sea-level, ambient pressure,
and the results are shown in Table 3-2. As "can be seen in the table, t
the temperature- indicated by the probe is significantly .less than that . [
indicated by the standard, particularly at the high-gas temperatures. ;
Another factor which should be considered in these tests is the prob- . ' *
able increase in error which w.ou.ld occur with decreased density. Hot I
l
gas tests of the other' Saturn probes indicated an increase in error as- •
the mass flux (p 'u) was decreased. Since the S-II stage brobe tests \
' \
were carried out at sea-level, ambient pressure, it .s probable ..that • j
i
the density and likewise, the mass flux (pu) , were considerably higher ; !
' . ' ' (
than that which would have been associated with the'S-Ii stage during j
'• I
iligivL Tiierelore,. trie error in tne gas temperature measured by these •
probes during the flight might be higher than that suggested by Table i
3-2. . • J
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TABLE 3-2. SATURN S-I! GAS TEMPERATURE PROBE
QUALIFICA-ION TEST RESULTS
j GAS TEMPERATURE INDICATED GAS TEMPERATURE INDICATED| BY STANDARD (°F) • ' \ BY PROBE (°F) .
! 1072
i .1333
1 1821| . 217.2| 2379
930
1210 .
1530
i 800
2340
DEVIATION
(°F)
• 142
133
291
' 372
539
During this study attempts were' made to correct the flight data
"by developing very detailed thermal models of the gas- temperature
probes and surrounding heat shield. The mea'sured flight test data was
intended to be used as.inputs to the analytical model. '• These attempts
were abandoned-when, in the course of the study, it was concluded that
so many of the variables necessary for a solution could not be specified
with any degree of accuracy and that the computed gas temperature would
be at least as questionable as the measured value. As an example, the
heat transfer coefficient for the heat shield probe sensing element could
be evaluated from the qualification test data.
Figure 3-15 shows a dimensionless Nusselt number/Reynolds
number plot of the convective heat transfer to the probe sensing element
obtained, from the qualification test results. Also shown in this f igure
is the convective heating to a cylinder normal to the flow obtained f rom
Reference 3-10. As seen in the figure, the qualification .test results indi-
cate (approximately) an order of magnitude variation in the convective
heat tr.ansfer coefficient. The convective heat transfer to a cylinder
normal to the flow is one "to two orders of magnitude above the results- ^
obtained from, the qualification tests. The large variation in convective
heat transfer to the probe sensing element was possibly caused by the
radiation shield. . The large deviation in the convective heat transfer
3-31
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coefficient which would result f rom this data would make the computed
results very questionable. • . . '
Sudunas (R'efs. 3-5 and 3-6) evaluated the S-ll. gas temperature
probe, results using an analytical model of the probe. In this analysis
the probe convective coefficients were computed by a circuitous route
v/hich involved relating the convective flux measured by the heat flux
meters'to the pr'obe convective flux. Several important assumptions
were necessary in making the analysis and the final results depend upon
the correctness of these assumptions; however, the computed gas tem-
peratures were within i l O O ° F of the measured gas temperatures. The
analysis of the S-ll stage probes was considerably easier than that
required for the S-IC probes because of the absence of a radiation shield
and the low incident-radiation in the S-ll base.region.
3.3. - .TOTAL HEAT FLUX METERS
. 3.3.1 Physical Description
During the course of the Saturn flight test programs several
different types of total and radiant heat flux meters were used. Sketches
of s'ome of the different meters and techniques used in evaluating the
heat flux from these meters are contained in Volume II, Section 4 of this
report. Briefly,' two basic types of heat flux meters were used to mea-
sure the total heat flux in the Saturn base regions. 'Some of the charac-'
toristics of these meters are presented in the following paragraphs.
Early in the program, the so-called slug-type heat flux meter
was used. This instrument consisted of a thin, metal slug which was
insulated from its'surroundings and a thermocouple ^ attached to the slug.
The heat flux was evaluated by using various calibration methods which
were related to the slope of the measured temperature-time history.
This type of meter was used early in the Saturn program. Continued use f } '
. • - ! i •
disc losed several problems that were inherent to the slug-type me'tcr. i
The slug could not be completely isolated f rom the mounting structure; p""] i
thus, the meters had sizeable conduction loss.es, particularly at high .
temperatures . Changes in the thermal propert ies of the surface coat- f ] i
'•"' ' • . LJ . iings limited the maximum temperature to which tne meters could be - •
calibrated. Often, during flight use, the meter temperature would . j { :
exceed the maximum calibration temperature by several hundred j
degrees, requiring extrapolation of the calibration curves. This caused j j •
some doubt as to the validity of the extrapolations because of possible ;
changes in the surface properties and the higher conduction losses. (1 ';
LJ j
Also, because of the temperature limitations'and the high-g environ-
ment, a relatively large slug was used. This caused the instrument • j '> . ;
' . . ' * I
to have a relatively slow response to the highly transient base • . [
environment. i l l
Later in the Saturn program an instrument was developed which \
U ii
' ' • ' - • i
meters. This instrument used, a completely different principle for i
measuring and evaluating the heat flux. This instrument, schematically [ 3 :
shown in Figure 3-16, consisted of a thin, constantan foil disk bonded i
i . i
• • { ! |
at its periphery to a copper cavity. The copper-constantan formed a ! j i
thermocouple pair which generated an emf in proportion to the tempera- , I
' ' ' 1 1 1
ture. difference between the center of the foil and the edge. The tempera- ' [ j '";
rare difference is almost proportional to the-heat 'flux incident upon the • , !
.foil. The mass and'he at capacity of the copp'er was made relatively large I i J
in comparison to the mass and exposed area of the foil. As a result,
 f—.
the heat absorbed by the foil was rapidly conducted into,-the copper. Even • i—i
when exposed to a relatively high heat flux, this technique prevents the .—^
u c A T c L' ~ ~ i PI c
nLn ! OHitlLJ—7 J J _
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FHIN CONSTANTAN FOIL
THERMOCOUPLE
0.065 in. •
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COPPER WIRE
TYPICAL SATURN S-IC TOTAL HEAT FLUX METER CHARACTERISTICS:
RANGE: 0 to 60 Btu/ft2-sec
0.0645 in. < B < 0.0655 in..
S ^  0.003 in.
r~ '.
°.
 =
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n=0
Ao - -0.102, A! .= 6.462, A2'' = -0.00959
A3 = 0.0-0149, Ao =-0.000116, A5 = 0.358xlO~s
FIGURE 3-16.' SCHEMATIC OF THIN-FOIL HEAT FLUX METER
n ; 1
center temperature of the foil from rising more than 'one or two ' '}
hundred degrees above the temperature of .the copper sink, which
changes only slightly. . - '
This type of instrument can be made, very responsive to chang.es' .
in he'a'c flux. (The Saturn instruments had.response times on the order
of 0. 150 second. ) Another advantage--of this instrument is that the heat • ' [
flux is almost linear with emf over a wide range of heat flux. These ? j •
instruments were also calibrated and a curve fit of the results has •. J
r~i ''
shown that the incident flux for instruments of the same type could be i ,
-obtained using a fifth order polynomial with variations of less than
f—| i
=0. 3 percent. ' • I
L-J iI'
Because the surface temperature is important in evaluating the ,—^ j
convective flux heat transfer coefficient and cannot be determined from i—I •
t
the calo'riiTieter emf output, a separate thermocouple was attached ,—, j
between the foil and the copper (Figure 3-16). ' t—J I
3 .3 .2 Total Keat Flux Meter Accuracies , . f"! .;
t i ;
When slug-type heat flu>. meters were utilized, three different J
~ , ' r—j \
techniques were often used to evaluate the heat flux. Each of these | }
techniques gave different results which should be compared when con-
sidering the'accuracy of the meters. Several comparisons of the [ j j
measured flux evaluated using the different methods are shown in
Volume II (see Figure 7-21 for an example)-. The data band-represented ; j :
by these methods has often be'en taken as the realistic accuracy of the
individual instruments. However, based upon the techniques 'used, it'
would appear that the preflight calibration results should be more
realistic during the early portions of the flight, and the cutoff decay
results more reliable- during the latter phases of the flight.
The stated accuracy of the thin-foil total heat flux meters is
±10 pcrcer.t; hov/ever, the qualification test results (Refs. 4-16 through
I
4-19 of Volume II) show that accuracies considerably better than =10 •
Ticrcent can normally be expected from these instruments. j
i
3.3.3 Total Pleat Flux Meter Surface Temperature ' !
- Mismatch Problem ' . t
One factor which may have affected all of the total heating rate
measurements is the so-called "temperature mismatch problem". This \
problem, shown schematically in Figure 3-17, is a result of the tempera-
ture differ ence-.between .the surrounding insulation and''the heat flux sur- \
t
face.. This problem, is that if,- during the flight, the' surface temperature ;
of the insulation i-s significantly different f rom the surface temperature I
t
of the heat flux meter, the gas boundary layer is perturbated as it - !
crosses the meter; and, since the convective flux is related to the J
t
temperature gradient and the thickness of the' boundary layer, it is also j
i
psrturbated.. The available experimental and theoretical investigation !
into this problem (Ref. 3-11) indicates that the Saturn total, calorimeters i
' ••' . i
probably indicated a higher heat flux than would have actually existed j
if the surface had been isothermal and at the 'same temperature as the '•
heat flux meters. Experimental .support .for. this conclusion can be seen . \
"* • ' • !
in Figure 3-18.- •'
Figure 3-18 shows some of the experimental results reported in
Reference 3-11. These tests were conducted by mounting a membrane
calorimeter in an isothermal surface and using an oxyacetylene flame
to ccnvectively heat both .the isothermal .surface and the calorimeter. •
The location of the calorimeter from the leading edge wa,s varied from
6 to 31.6 inches. Shown in the figure is the ratio of calorimeter heat
transfer coefficient to the undisturbed surface-coefficient. The
•o
•^ V^ ^
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The reference convective liux (i. e. , cor.vective flux to ar. undisturbed
. • ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . « — i '
sunace/ is shown aiong the abscissa. iiie convectivc liux coeiiicicr.t | i .,
' . f t
indicated by the membrane calorimeter \vas approximately i. 2 to 1.5
' Pi
:
LJ •;
* -. - , ,- — i °iOrne of tne Saturn night test data also tends to support the
possibility of higher corrective flux measured by the membrane calorim- • J" '
eters. During the Saturn I, Block II flights, one of the instruments • . ;
I j i
was changed f rom s. slug-type heat flux meter to a membrane-type 1—I !
i\
meter, result ing in a different surface temperature. Figure 3-19 shows
 }—. |
! I i
the predicted surface temperature of the insulation and the measured !—• j
temperatures .of the heat flu:-: meters. According to the temperature •
 t f—^
mismatch theory, the heat flux indicated by the membrane-type calorim- '—5 ; |
: i
etcr should iiave been higher than that indicated by the slug-type p-^ ;
calorim eter. Figure 3-20 shows the total heat flux measured by thes'e
meters and tends to indicate that the membrane-type meter did give a
' -higher indication. . .
3 .3 .4 Heat Shield Moisture Effects ' •
The effects of moisture absorbed by the heat shield was another
- ' • F~^factor which probably affected the total heat flux meter measured results. v i
Prior to flight moisture could be and probably is absorbed.by the porous.
heat shield material. During flight the decreasing pressure 'and heat [ j
t ransfer red to the heat shield vaporizes the moisture. The moisture ' .
t i
leaving the heat shield insulation enters the boundary layer and contacts . !__J
tiie total neat flux meter. Since the temperature of the membrane-type
• ' ' ' ' \ "\
ca;crirne:er is bsiow the saturation temperature oi the moisture (see f )
Figure 3-19), the oossibiiity exists that the vapor •will condense. Con- . ^
: j f
cler-sation of the moisture on the calorimeter surface would have a pro- • i i
nouncsd effect upon the" measured heat flux. This problem was investi- ,
gated for NASA by The Boeing Company and the results are reported
1600 r
- PREDICTED -HEAT- SHIELD
'SURFACE
400
200 ;-'.'-
0 L
0 50 100
TIME (sec)
150
FIGURE 3-19. SATURN I, BLOCK II, CALORIMETER AND HEAT
SHIELD SURFACE TEMPERATURES
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LJ 1
During the Saturn prograr.-. the radiant heat flux \va's evaluated j j ••
" ' - . . ' i 1 :
f rom these instruments in a manner similar to that used for the total |
•' • ' ' • ' ' r^i '
neat iiux meters . I l l
. ' ' ' . ' • LJ *
3.4 .2 . V/'indow Transmiss ion Errors . . ' • • j
i i ''i
During this investigation, a previously undetected error in the !—' j
measured flight radiant flux was discovered. This error is related to • {—j j,
the manner in 'which the radiation calorimeters are calibrated, the ^~"J ^
angular dependence of the sapohire window, and the way in which the P^l* i
i_ 1 'instruments are used on the vehicle. Theoretically, it can be shown |.
that the radiation indicated by the S-1C radiation calorimeters is at r~i '
LJ 'least J.O percent higher than the actual incident radiation. An explana- . ;
tion of the reason for introduction of the error is presented in the follow- ( ]
i } !; i iing paragraphs. - •• i
!—* '••During calibration a standard water-cooled calorimeter and a ' ! >
test instrument are simultaneously exposed to an electrically heated i
' B I
graphite plate. The graphite heater is specially designed to radiate •{ I ;
spectrally like a very good greybody. Both instruments are placed in i
close proximity to the. plate, giving a view factor of very near unity j j 1
(i. e. , the view factor from the front surface of the test instrument is
unity, not the view factor to the'sensing element).
Because of the window transtnissivity and its angular dependence, ^—^ \| \ r
the radiant energy reaching the sensing element is much-less than that '—I . j
reaching the standard calorimeter. Calibration of the instrument is f~-i \
carried out by equating the emf output of the test instrument to the heat •—* '•
flux being measured by the standard calorimeter. This equates the (—, j
• I 1
radiant energy which was absorbed by the sensing element to that which . • '•—: ;
\vas incident upon the front of the instrument. • ;—i '•
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If the radiation which is excluded, f rom the radiation sensing
element is considered, in some detail, it becomes obvious, how the
errors occur. First, the spectral transmissivity of the sapphire
window (ir. the normal direction) is high (T ~0..9.) between \ =-. 0. 2
micrometer 2-nd \ ~ - 5 . 0 micrometers. Beyond these wavelengths the
tran'smissivity rapidly drops to zero; therefor.e,- any radiant energy
emitted-by the calibration source which is less than X~ 0. 2 -micrometer,
greater than X « 5. 0 micrometers, and approximately 10 percent of that
between these limits is excluded from the sensing element by the window.
Second, the sensing element is slightly below the front face of the meter
and, therefore, views the calibration source through a hole. The result-
ing effective view angle through which'the sensor sees the calibration
source for the S-IC calorimeters was approximately 150 degree.s. There-
fore, any radiant energy approaching the calorimeter at an-angle of more
than 75 degrees to the normal would not reach the sensor but would be
intercepted by the calorimeter housing. Third, the transmissivity of the
sapphire window normal to the surface is approximately T ~0.9 ; how-
ever, window transmissivity has an angular dependence. When the angle
to the normal is 60 degrees, the transmissivity had dropped from T ~ 0. 9
to T ~ 0.775 and at 70 degrees, T ~.0. 6. When the angular transmissivity
is integrated over the entire effective view angle of a radiation calorim-
eter the effective transmissivity obtained in T ~0.79. Therefore, the
difference between r ~ 0. 9 and r ~ 0. 79 is an additional amount of radiant
energy which does not reach the sensing element.
When the radiation calorimeters are used to measure the radia-
tion in an unknown environment, the three excluded radiant energy
sources are automatically included in the calibration. If the view
factor to the radiation source is near unity, and the source radiates
like s. greybocy, then the incident radiation indicated by the instrument
is approximately correct. However, if the instrument is exposed to a i t -
.•• . ' * ; i I
source which has a view factor significantly less than unity, an error is ' j
introduced by the calibration in which excluded radiant energy had been > \ \
-. ' • ' " LJ i
automatically included. The Saturn heat shield radiation calorimeters j
' ' f ^ t
experienced-this problem, resulting in an error which has been esti- > j '•
mated to be approximately 10 to 12 percent. . • ;
' ' i
An additional error can be introduced if the radiant source does [ J j
nor emit like a greybody. Greybody radiation suggests that the source 1
emits radiation which is spectrally z. constant percent of the correspond- \ j !
ing blackbocly radiation ( i .e . , the emissivity is independent of wavelength).
The calorimeter window- allows only radiation between 0. 2 micrometer
•/S-.X~ ?.0 micrometers to pass through; however, the excluded energy
is included in the calibration because radiation over all wavelengths
. ' ' . \
is absorbed by the standard instrument. Therefore,, if the test instru- ' . (
M i
ment is exposed to a radiant source which emits radiation significantly } j i
d i f ferent f rom greybody radiation in the regions 0. 2. micrometer > X,
 f.~^ \
X <,5. 0 microineter s ( i . -e . , outside of the spectral range of sapphire),
tliis will not be accurately indicated in the calibration. For vehicles , , t
_ . ' J 'j i
using L.OX/Rl^-1 propeliants, this may or may not be a significant' i—/ j
source of error since the plumes appear to emit approximately grey- _^ I
' ' • ( Mbody radiation (see Figure 6-13b). However, for vehicles using LOX/ s—i j
i
ri? propeliants, the error could be significant because the radiant (—. 1
energy from these plumes is not of the greybody type (see Figure 6-13a). :—' r
; •' . . t
•' 3. 4. 3 Derivation of the Window Angular Transmission Effects ( i |
Figure 3-23 shows schematically a calibration test arrangement j
thai; depicts the window angular trans mis sivity dependence. The radiant } i
energy emitted by clA: that passes through the window and is directly . |
incident upon dA2 is given by • ' 1 ' I
STANDARD 'CALORIMETER
SAPPHIRE
WINDOW
SENSING '
ELEMENT .
•GRAPHITE HEAT
SOURCE
TEST CALORIMETER
:IGURE. 3-.2S. SCHEMATIC OF RADIATION CALORIMETER CALIBRATION
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= T w ( 6 2 , X) T! (OL X) dAx .dw l_ 7 d\ . • ' (3-23)
A _A - radiant energy emittsd by dA:- and 'incident •upon
dA2. • • '
- window trans missivity
'- radiant intensity of <±A1
n igJLe intercepted D y a A . a s seen irom cLAj . . .
Using Lambert's cosine, law
dco. -• solid an l "by d . s f dAj . . j. I
I, (cp! , X ) = l-L (X) cos
the Stephan-Boltzvnann relation
(3-24)
 n
I !
and. the definition of solid angle
j cos 6-, dA2 . . ' n idco, _, - 2 > ' • (3-25) r -i • ;
• - ^ i_J I
f
Aquation 3-23 can be written as • i | •
TW ( 6 - > , X) E-, (X) cos <b, cos 62 dAa dA> dX
_
 = —:: : _^ j:— . ( 3_2 6 )
.1 ii •
3y making the following substitutions
---z
and (sec Figure 3-23)
CD i = O 2 ~ O,
~
dA, =
cos3 o
v 21
 1
Z2
COS
uation 3-26 "becomes
^A; -dA,
"
TW (9, \) EJ; ( \ ) .coso sin 9 db d6 dX
(3-27)
QA. _cA, ~ ra-diant energy emitted by A, that is directly
incident upon sensor differential element dA2
8 - angle about the axis..-(see Figure 3-23).
Equation 3-2? is the basic-equation giving the radiant energy emitted
by the calibration source that passes through the window and strikes
the sensing element'.
For the standard instrument which is assumed to be a minor
image of the test instrument with TU = 1, 'Equation 3-27 can be inte-
grated in closed form to give
{j> fl0
'• TT
. E, (X) dX = d <r Tf . ." ' • . (3-2S) P] j
x=c . . •.. • LJ ;
.Ecuaticn 3-27 for the radiant flux meter cannot be separated i—'
'because the-transmissivity of the window is a function of the polar- -—.-
angle, 6 , and the wavelength, X . Shown in Figure 3-24 are the sensor • <~"
absorptivity, and the window transmissivity and refractive index.. . <%--, j '
From this figure it can be seen that the transmissivity -can be roughly '—•
approximated b y a square wave with . . . , f \
 (
• - . • ' u i
. . I
0 ^. X = 0, 2 u , T
 w = 0 - ' - fI I
0 . 2 j j L S x < 5 . o . j L , 0.84 g TW 5. 0.9 - (-3-29)' |
5-. 0 = X = cc, TW = 0 . . [ j
nSince the transmissivity of trie window is a function of the polar • . . < J
angle, 6 , this 'must also be considered. Figure 3-25 shows how an inci- ,
dent beam, of radiation is refracted and'reflected as it passes through the * 1
window. A portion of the energy is reflected at both the front and rear '
f |
surfaces, of the window. - i. 1
From the theory of optics (Ref. 3-16), the angular transmittance j~~)
is given by
. ' - ' . P|
r(6) = r '(6} ( i - p ( 6 ) ] 2 . (3-30) ^
\vnere
u
(3-32)
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l
and .
T(O) - angular transmittance i
T^ - transmittance in the normal direction .-. [
t
r' - angular transmittance without reflections |
' - ' ' . i
p (o) - angular reflection • ' \
pr - normal reflection . j
. . ' • ' , ' t
N - refractive index • ' . . •. ;
x - absorption coefficient . •!.
r
f
I
:< - thickness in the normal direction. i
Using a window thickness of 0. 020 inch and normal traiismissivi.-' [
ties of rn = 0. 84 and rn = 0. 9, the radiation calorimeter window angular
transmissivity v/as computed, using Equations 3-30 through 3-35; the
results are shown in Figure 3-26.
Equation 3-27, which gives the radiant energy incident upon the
sensor, still cannot be integrated directly. Letting r = t - rbe an effective
transmissivity of the window which depends on the geometry of'the source
with respect to the test instrument, Equation 3-27 can be written as
OO
t/5
POLAR ANGLE, 9 (deg)
FIGURE 3-26. RADIATION CALORIMETER WINDOW ANGULAR TRANSMISSIVITY
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•°& -d-^, = \ Ex (X) dX \ ' — A' - T - ( O ) cos 6 sin
9i ."i -"-?- -' _n ? ' ^fi-n " ^Aw — u. £ o = u Oi
? , . ,.
~ cos o sin o op d6
eff . -
-
 = Teff FA--dA, \ E! (X) dX- . (3-36)
"
 JX=0.2
Then by comparing the first and third equations and integrating, over 9
i t c a n b e seen that , • ' ' • ' - • .
rtt - ^ '• :—: (3-37)ei1
 •
 FA, -dA, .
\vhere T
 OT-f is the effective tr'ansmissivity of the window considering
angular dependence. -• ' •
Numerically integrating Equation 3-37 over the effective view
angle of the calorimeter gives
' (cp = 90) ' •
rn = 0 . 9 0 , Teff = 0.7895 '
(6 = 90) •
From the results above it can be seen that the trans mi ssivity of the
calorimeter window is reduced significantly as a result of the angular
dependence.
During calibration the standard instrument and the test calori-
meter are exposed to the same heat flux and the emf output of the test
instrutnezit is recorded. By assuming that the standard calorimeter
i -57
pX=5.0
= O.S4, as = 0.9, QA. Sen = °'66 \
"
2 : JX=0.2
exposure in the unknown environment, the error, introduced can be
identified and approximately corrected. • ' .
was itself calibrated so that it actually indicates the true incident"flux !• j '
and, assuming a test instrument sensor absorptivity of a- 0. 9 (Figure' ' j
. • . f> I
3-22), a relation similar to the calibration can be'developed. Using 2. • I j '•
view factor of unity and multiplying Equation' 3-36 by the absorptivity \i—( ;
gives the heat flux absorbed by the instrument sensor during calibra- | j ' i
ticn as ' : j ,
n ipX=5. 0 LJ |
G
-A -Se- ~ *S Te'ff \ E i ( X ) d X (3-3S) j
X=0.2 pi f
,U |.
which gives, for the conditions Tn= 0.9, Tn = 0.84, and Teff = Teff ' . . r_, \
•(6 = 90) ' ' . - Li
r' = 0.9, ^0 = = 0 . 9 , QA
 s._ = 0.711 \ E! (X) dX pin • o ~£T--> — ocii j * i
- .
 JX=0.2 • M
where q A _Ser ^s ^*e approximate he at'flux absorbed by the sensor <—i |
during calibration. ' . . '. r-* |
' •. D i
Assuming an ermssivity of ei = 1 . 0 for the. calibration heat i
source. Equation 3.-2S gives the incident flux indicated by the standard fy I
' ' • LJ I
instrument. From, the latter and Equation 3-38 the calibration relation, •.
C-—! '
which is shown in Figure 3-27, can be established. By considering • i l l
-• -. •) i
the flux absorbed by the '-sensor, both during calibration and during !
n ;
n
Page Intentionally Left Blank
. • ' ' i i .;
i
During calibration the test instrument is exposed to a heat source . ) \ '•
with a view factor of unity. Using the standard instrument's indication o f . . . :
the incident flu:-: and the measured emf,. the- flux absorbed by the sensor | j
is related to that incident on the-window. During exposure to an unknown :
flux, the process is reversed. The flux absorbed by the instrument |_J •
generates an emf which is then related to the incident flux indicated . ,
PI :during calibration. An error can be introduced because tne unknown | ; '
incident flux is equal to the incident flux during calibration only when ;
the conditions are identical, i.e., when the emitted flux is of the grey- £ S :
body type and the view factor is unity. • • ^_,^ j
.' • f i i
For the conditions which existed during calibration, the effective ' ' - <
trans mis sivity of the window has been shown to vary between 0. 734 ^ f ) :
'-z{£ (o - 90) = 0. 7895 because of the angular .dependence of the window :
I
trans mi s'sivity. During exposure in an unknown environment it must be j j ;
. assumed that the instrument will be exposed to a source which does hot " I
j ,
fill the complete field of.view of the.instrument. For this condition the ' f }• •;
t J ij
effective transmis-sivity is different from that which existed during cali- ' •:)
oration and, as a result, more of the energy incident upon the window will . f? ;l
arrive at the sensor. In order to correct for this difference, it is- t
necessary to know the emf-incident flux characteristics of the instru- | ) '.!
ment for effective transmissivities other than that associated with the i[
original calibration (i. e., 0 .734^ reff (o '= 90) ^ 0.7895). An approxi- . f") '.'t
mate correction.procedure can be developed by determining how the . ;f
f* •" -iv ii
incident flux, would have varied with changes in the effective transmis sivity . j .•
v.'hile holding the flux absorbed by the sensor constant.
- . n i
By integrating Equation 3-37 over limits which range from ' j I i
o, = 0 to 62 , the effective transmis sivity- as a function of q>, can be . . i
obtained. Thus LJ
PBHCEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
"~* .' f\ •
0-OU -
- I - - . ? (62 ) =
r (6) cos 6 siii 6 cio
cos 6 ' s in 6 do
(3-39)
v/r.icn becomes
92
~ T(O) cos <j> sin 6 do
'
sin 62
(3-40)
The results obtained by numerically integrating Equation 3-40 for
0. 84 and rn = 0.'9 are shown in Figure 3-28.
From the''condition that the absorbed flux must be the same
for any effective transmissivity, Equations 3-36 and 3-38 -give
1A2 -Sen)cal = 90)
=5. 0
d\
cal
,X=5.0
X=0.2
(3-41)
test
where
(Q A
~"-T"-*-i
x absorbed by the sensor during the calibra-
tion evaluated from Figure 3-27 or Equation
3-38
the effective transmis sivity corresponding to '
radiation incident upon the instrument window
from a source subtending angle <p2 .
•o J-
r~\
r-v ;. !
U 1 '
D
c;
t-
FIGURE 3-28. RADIATION CALORIMETER ANGULAR
EFFECTIVE'TRANSMISSIVITY
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Rewriting Equation 3-41 gives
\=5. 0 • .
[^=0.2
r ~ =5.0
E! (X) dX
test
\vnere
(Q
-A, -Sen)---••cai (3-42)
! (X) dX- is the flux over the interval 0. 2 = X
-" =0.2. ' Jtest ' ' • - •
•= 5.. 0 that v/ould be incident upon the window of an equivalent instrument
with Teff(62 ) during calibration to produce the same absorbed flux.
Knowing the incident flux over the interval 0.2 S X = 5. 0, it is then
possible to compute the incident flux over all wavelengths using Planck
functions, thus ' • ' . • • ' • • • ' '
dX
.X=0.2
^ (X) dX
x=o
X=5.0
X=0.2
! (X)
=00
E, (X) dX (3-43)
test
To assist in evaluating the incident flux from. Equation 3-43, the Planck
function over the intervals 0 ^ X ~ co and 0. 2 = X = 5 is plotted in
Figure 3-29. . •
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rn -0.84, (qAl-Sen)cai = ^ 4. 8 Btu/ft2 -sec
and
Tn = 0.9, . (qAl-Sen)cai = 5. 2 Btu/ft2-sec •
By assuming that the emf output of the instrument is proportional to
the absorbed flux, the flux absorbed by the sensor, when 9
 2 = 25 degrees,
is the same as the above.
For 92 '= 25 degrees, the effective transmissivity of the window
obtained from Figur-e 3-28 is
rn' = 0.84., . -Teff (92 = - 2 5 ° ) = 0.84
or
Tn = 0.9 , reff (92 - 25°) «. 0.9 .
Then, using Equation 3-42, the true' incident radiation function gives
,\=5.0
'n ! (X) ^
 A 0.9 X 0.84test
•= 6.35 Btu/ft2-sec
A sample problem can best illustrate how the indicated -flux can
be corrected. Support, for the disk of Figure 3-30, with o 2 = - 2 5 • • • {
degrees, the. emf output of the instrument indicated an incident flux of [
10 3tu/ft2-sec. From Equation 3-38 or Figure 3-27 'the true absorbed {
• ' |
flu:-: for the calibration condition would have been • : j
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and
n =' 0.9..,
X=5.0
S, (X) d\
\=Q.2 test 0. 9X 0.9 .
=. 6. 42 Btu/ft2-sec .
,X=5 .0/. /^—>• <->
From the plot of. the radiation function, \ Ex (X) d\ (shov/n
J\=0.2
in Figure 3-29)3 the correct incident flux can be obtained:
rn = 0.84, qir '« 8.9 Btu/ft2-sec
rr. = 0.-9 , .qir = 9 . 0 Btu/fi^-sec
In this example, the error in the indicated incident flux is
1 (] Q Q
T_ = 0. 84, • ' e = 100 X " = 12'4%
•^ o. V ..
Tn = 0.9 , e = 100 X - — 2 = 1 1 . 1 % . .
I- A Q
Following the same procedure as indicated in the preceding |.
example, the ratio of indicated incident flux to actual incident flux for ' [
various included half angles was computed. (The results are plotted . • \
" . i
in Figure 3-31. ) .As seen in the figure, the difference 'between the ' |
j
indicated flux and the actual flux is highest when the included half is •' |.
less than 25 degrees and increases slightly with the incident flux. 'J
The included half angles of the Saturn S-IC heat shield radiation i
calorimeters were evaluated and are shown schematically in Figure . '«
3-32. The maximum included half angle of the heat shield radiation • ' ' i
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;
calorimeters was at>proxin at eel to be 30.5 decrees at sea level. Because • f ; • ;
. Li !
,_oi the orientation .oi tiie calorimeters with respect to tire engines, signi-
ficant plume expansion would." be required to increase the included angle [ ] I
" • '_ • ' ' . i _ I |
beyond 30.. 5. degrees; therefore, it must be concluded that the S-IC ;
indicated radiation heating rates probably were in error by at least 11 F~j j
. . - •
 ;
 . LJ |
to 12 percent throughout most of the flight. J
• ' p1! !
An additional error could have been produced by the nongrey | ] !
•olume radiation. Figure 3-29 shows the blackbody radiation contained ',
PI !
within the wavelength range of 0. 2 micrometer =\ = 5. 0 micrometers • • . [_J -- ' ;
!
corn-oared to the corres-oondinsr blackbody incident- flux. If the plume • !
*
 s
 n !
. radiation was not continuous but emitted radi-ation with significant . j _ j '
- spectral windows characteristic of radiating gases, then a significant
error could result. 'Considering the previous .example, .when the inci- ; _ j
dent flux was 10 3tu/ft2-sec, the radiant energy contained within the
. .
 0> p|
wavelength range 0. 2 micrometer = \ = 5.0 micrometers was 6. 35 f _ j
Btu/ft2- sec (with T,-, = 0. 84). If the disk were such that it radiated
-• ' • ' '
energy in the amount of 6.35 Btu/ft2-sec only within the range 0. 2 . [ _ ]
'micrometer = \ = 5.0 micrometers, the radiation calorimeter would
respond approximately the same as if the disk were a blackbody radiat- C _ i
ing at the rate of 10 Btu/ft2 -sec. As .seen by the difference, this could ' ' ,__.
roduct a significant error in the indicated results. . LJ
3. 5 ' BASS PRESSURE PROBES LJ
3, 5. 1 Physical Descriptions - . f !j
* - j
 f
' • • ' ' ' . i _ i
The Saturn base pressures probes consisted of a tube connected
' • ' . r~ito an electromechanical transducer. The transducer translated the pres- . \ \
sure being sensed by the tube into an electrical signal. All pressure
instruments were calibrated prior to flight use.
• • . :;: . . .'. U
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One of the basic parameters of interest in analyzing the.base
convective heating is the base flow Mach number. In subsonic com-,
pressible flow, the Mach number can be co imputed'if the static and
total pressure (P.g, Po) and the specific heat ratio (-y) are kno-wn.
The eGuation which °;ives the Mach number is
3-71
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3.5.2 Base Pressure' Ivleasurement Errors .. j
,
*
The measured pressures are another source. or error^ When j
the raw flight data- is reviewed, it i-s.seen that the pressure probes - !
indicate trressures -prior to vehicle lift-off and after engine cutoff which • • \
Ido not agree with the known ambient conditions. In some cases, negative j
absolute -pressures are indicated after engine cutoff. These measure- I
- . . • (
rnents are well within the specified accuracy of the instrumentation, but 1.
• f.
are not suitable for determining the base flow Mach numbers without . I
r.
correction. . \
' 1
Figure 3-33 shows a typical S-IC base pressure measurement. - [
At the top of the figure is shown the raw measured data obtained from
measurement D36-106, AS-502 flight. As seen in the figure, the . j.
t
indicated pressure is too high prior to lift-off and too low after engine . I
cutoff. By averaging the measured, values taken from the digitized. • |
t of this measurement, it can be shown that the indicated value ' *
' ' . I
prior to engine ignition was approximately 15. 025 psia, whereas the j
i •
ambiant pressure 'was 14.75 psia. Likewise, the indicated value at i
130 seconds was .approximately -0. 1308. psia, whereas the ambient • !•
pressure at this time was 0. 0276 psia. The specified accuracy of this ;.
instruiTient was ±3 percent of the full s cale range which gives a possible
 ;
error of ±0.. 6 psia. By comparing the indicated error .(i. e. , 0. 275 psia [
i
at lift-off) to the specified accuracy, it is seen that the actual error is '
' iriuch less and, although this is encouraging, does not eliminate the ' ;
- • ' 1
probability of .analyzing the flight data. i
l-10 0 10 20 ' 30 40
flME (sec). • '
LIFT-OFF '
4
3
5 1
co
oo
0
AMBIENT PRESSURE AT LIFT-OFF = 14.75 psia ' •
MEASURED PRESSURE PRIOR TO'LIFT-OFF (D36-.105) = 15.025-psia
DELTA PRESSURE = 0.275 psia
MEASURED PRESSURE AT 130 sec = - 0.1308 psia . • •• ••
AMBIENT PRESSURE 130 sec = 0.0276 psia'
IECO = 144.39 sec
OECO = 147.34 -sec • ' ' . '' '
AMBIENT PRESSURE AFTER ENGINE CUTOFF = 0.006 > P > 0.003 psia
110 120 130 140 150 160
TIME (sec)
CUTOFF
u
D i
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FIGURE 3-33. AS-502 BASE PRESSURE MEASURED AT LIFT-OFF AND CUTOFF
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In base flow the specinc heat ratio is known since the gas is primarily . . j J ;
r
ambient air (y = 1.4} during the aspiration phase and engine exhaust |
products (y ~ 1.2 for LOX-RP-1) during the flow 'reversal phase. .
•
Therefore, if the total and static pressures can be measured during
the flight, the Mach number can be evaluated, approximately, using
Equation 3-44. ' For this purpo-se, static and pitot probes \vere located
in the base region-of the S-IC vehicles. The pressure measured by
one set of pitot and static probes during the AS-50I flight is shown in
U. • '• ••t
pressure in the base of a bluff body are also shown-in the 'figure. If
these measured values are used in Equation 3-44, they indicate a ! j
base flow Mach number of 0. 1 to 0. 2 shortly-after "lift-off; however,
• . * j
the indicated f low direction is out of the base, which is opposite to the \ r
understood characteristics of the base flow. This trend also persists _^
for a significant time over the first phase of the flight. Obviously, . 1 !
the raw measured pressures are not accurate enough to allow the .—,
• • • ' [ }
computation of the Iviach number and flow direction; this situation ' i—i
can be improved, however, if the measured values can be corrected. " j—, ;
• ' ! ' i ',Since the actual pressure is known (approximately) prior to engine • -—i t
• ' i
ignition and after engine cutoff, these two end points can provide a means
 f—} •
f j \
of correcting the measured values. The correction technique is shown '—' !
£
schematically in Figure 3-35. The technique consists of determining p—, ;
' I ^the difference between the measured value and the ambient pressure '—• i
prior to lift-off and after engine cutoff. If the indicated error is plotte'd ' r—) :!'
I \ l
versus the measured pressure and a linear relation is assumed between '—' ;
i
the end points, the measured values can be corrected. The' measured . ,-—>
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FIGURE -3-3.5. MEASURED PRESSURE CORRECTIONS SCHEMATIC
pressures shown in' ± igure 3-34 were corrected in this way and are
shown in Figure 3-36. Because of the nature of the technique, the final
results are only approximately correct; however, the obvious errors
have been eliminated.'' • . •
The base flow Ivlach number can be approximated from these ••
corrected pressures. by assuming that the maximum absolute pressure .•
is the total pressure and the minimum pressure is the static pressure.
The computed results are shown in Figure 3-37. The Mach number,
computed using the bluff-body base and ambient pressure, is also shown
in this f igure. • ' •
nu 1
.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING
INSTRUMENTATION
The results of this study have produced the following conclusions:
o All instruments used to measure the Saturn inflight
base heat transfer parameters -appear to have had a
significant potential for erroneous indications.'
o The gas temperature probes were sensitive to. radia-
tion heating and lacked response in a low-mass flow
rate environment; as .a result,- the indicated gas
temperatures could be higher or lower than the actual
gas temperatures.
o The total heat flux meters were sensitive to the mis-
. match in surface temperature between the sensor and
the surroundings; this could have-pro'duced a high indi-
cated cohvective flux. Condensation of mpisture'on
the surface -of the instrument could have produced a low
. . indicated convective flux. •
 i .
o The radiation calorimeter window combined with, the
calibration results to produce indicated incident heat-
ing rates which were -higher than the actual flux.
o The measured- results indicate the magnitude of the
individual base heating parameters but, to an unknown
and indeterminable accuracy.
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In general, the inflight measured, results cannot be
combined \vithout liberal modification, to delineate
important aspects of the base heating problem
The results point up a.serious need for the develop-
ment of accurate gas temperature probes and heat
flux meters which can be used in an environment
similar to that of the Saturn base region.
With respect to future flight test instrumentation, the following
recommendations are made: . .. ' •
1 I
o For booster stages where the radiant flux is signifi-
cant and the mass flow flux probably' changes by
several .orders of -magnitude during the flight, it is
doubtful if an accurate gas temperature probe can
be developed.using a conventional thermocouple.
However, more accuracy and greater confidence
in the results can be obtained by calibrating the
instrument in a combined, radiant and convective
environment and using the calibration results for
evaluating the approximate base gas recovery terri-
• perature. For upper stages where the radiant flux
and mass flow flux'are both low,, the probe should. /
also be calibrated because the-, reradiation from, the •
probe junction may still cause-erroneous indications.
o For the total heat flux meters/ a properly designed ring
which surrounds the instrument at'the exposed surface. -
could reduce the' effects of moisture condensation and
surface temperature mismatch. This instrument should
also be tested in a combined, radiant and convective ''. •.
environment to determine if empirical correction pro-
cedures are necessary.
o For the radiant flux meter it is doubtful if an instrument
can be developed which does not have errors caused by
variations in the window transmissivity. A method of
approximately correcting the measured results has
been outlined in Section 3.4. This method should be
verified experimentally and on future flight vehicles the
instruments should be oriented with respect to the
radiant source so that a correction procedure can be
used.
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n •
! '. '
i or pressure measurements, the existing instrument a- • ' f ) !
tion is probably as ae-curate as ce.n reasonably be ' j \
expected. Therefore, for future flight test's it is . [
recommended that the same type instruments be used I } \
and corrected as outlined in Section 3.5. . • L_J j
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4. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
BASE ENVIRONMENT MEASURED DURING SATURN
FLIGHT TESTS
The Saturn flight test data'have been reviewed "with regard to • •'• .
i
the evaluation of the in-flight base.heating.. As anticipated, a. volumi- ;
•
nous amount of Saturn flight test data was available for evaluation. . i
The measured data was obtained from the following sources: I
3 '
.o Raw Flight Data - This data, consisting of plotted or |
tabulated time histories of the measured parameters,
was obtained from the MSFC Computation Laboratory ;
fl ight data microfilm laboratory.' '• In general, this ;
data was used in the study where possible. i
' I
o Contractor Flight Reports - For some of the fl ight. I
tes ts , the stage contractors published separate aero- t
thermodynamic flight evaluation reports. Some of j
these data were used in the evaluation, primarily I
where the raw flight data was not available. . • . !
i
o Original Flight Evaluation Working Papers - These j
data consisted of raw flight data, as well as calibra- I
tion curves and original flight evaluation not pub- |
lished in other reports. These data were obtained j
from the MSFC Astronautics Laboratory, Thermal • .
Engineering Branch files. . ' ?
o FEWG Reports - These are flight test reports pub- • • . f
lished by the MSFC Flight Evaluation Working Group. j
These reports contain a summary of the vehicle's |
flight performance and measured parameters. i
i
r-, ' ' I
o .Trajectory Reports - These reports contain the tra- • • j
jectory of the flight vehicle and ambient conditions at |
or near the time of launch. These reports are main-
tained in the MSFC Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory
files. ' •
4-1
o I? and C Lis- - These are documents which list the ',
i—! '•
' type and location of all instruments that are on the ; j •
vehicle. >/ost of these documents were available ' '. «
in the XSFC .Document and Drawing Repository.. - .
 i__^ [
•- , ' LJ !
.-'••- rcviev.' 01 tne -light test data indicated that it would be benencial to *^ "^  |
plot the measured results of each measurement for all flight tests, on r~l -:
a single plot. This was found to be beneficial because any given pa ram- ' ' !
^ .
etcr measured at the same location in the base region was found to ( \ ,'
LJ 1
vary slightly from, flight to flight. For some flight tests.these varia- • •
' . *
tions could be att .buted to minor variations in vehicle configuration. . p~^ •
For most, however, no obvious reason for these random variations j
appeared to exist.-. Therefore, plotting the data measured at one loca- | \ I
. . . " ' / > f
tion during several test flights-could be used to identify measurements !
which probably failed and/or those which indicated excessively high or | ; \
Vm-,1 I
low values during the flight. • . • •
n •For the upper stages the measured data could be-plotted directly \ \ '•-
f rom the raw flight test results. For the booster 'stages, however, it
was necessary to normalize the results. This:.was'found to be necessary
because most flight test vehicles flew slightly different trajectories.
PI
Because the vehicles were at different altitudes., at the same flight ' j. I
time and because a majority of the ba.se heating parameters measured
were primarily a function of local ambient pressure, these differences £ j
had to be accounted for to obtain consistent data for comparison. As a
means of normalizing this data, all of the measured results were related !_ j
to the Saturn V, AS-501 trajectory by using altitude as the common
• i
factor . In this way, all of the booster flight test data could be plotted { J
as if the vehicles had all flown the AS-501 trajectory (for more details
i
ol the normalising procedure see Reference 4-1). This was found to ( |
be a painstaking procedure , but resulted in data that could be compared.
r" i; iI !
All of the important flight test data was..plotted in the manner descr ibed
above and is presented in Volume 11.: -:or this report, only representative
data for each stage is presented. For an alternate analysis,' see
-Reference .4-2. ' ' .' '
ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS OF SOME OF THE MEASURED '
SATURN FLIGHT TEST DATA
4.2. 1 Saturn I Flight Results • • .
• • . . . . . . .
Figure 4-1 shows the bands of gas temperature measured in . • .
the base region of the Saturn I, block II vehicle.' • The apparent times of
-. * »
the start of flew reversal are also show.n in this figure. The time of •
' flow reversal can only be approximately established and the particular
times shown .in Figure 4-1 were .chosen because of significant increases
in the meas.ured temperatures.
.
Typical pressures .measured in the base region of the Saturn I,
.block II vehicle are sho"-n in Figure 4-2. In this figure, it can be seen
'th&t the heat shield pressure is very nearly the same as the local ambient
pressure . It is also seen in this figure that the flame shield pressure
is significantly different from the ambient or base pressure. Since
pressure is indicative of the flow field, these measured pressures
appear to indicate.a weak flow field in the region of the heat shield and
a strong flow field in the flame shield region. Another factor which is
indicated by the flame shield measured pressure is the probability of a
so-called "choked" flow condition (i.e., condition where the mass flow
rate is unaffected by any further decrease in the ambient pressure) . '
When the choked condition is reached the temperature (see Figure 4-1),
pressure (see Figure 4-2), and heating rate (s.ee Figure 4-3) become'
constant.
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Tynical f lame shield heating rates measured on one of the
Saturn I,' block II flight tests are shown in Figure 4-3. The total heat . . '•
flu:-: includes both the radiant flux (also shown in the figure) and the ' . J
!
convective flu:-:. The difference between the total and radiation flux ' h
gives the convective 'flux. The results shown in Figure 4-3 indicate :
. • i
that a significant amount of convective heating occurred both prior to . j
and af ter the apparent start of flow reversal. -By observing the results ;
of mis f igure, it can be seen that the convective-heating (i.e., the •. !
- ;
difference between the'total and radiant flux) was much higher after the |
f
flow reversal than prior to flow reversal. However, the fact that the ;
measured gas temperature is high and the convective heating starts at
lift-off and continues over the first half of the flight suggests that some j
t.
of the high-temperature exhaust gases are being reversed even at lift-off. |
Figure 4-3 also shows that the radiant flux is the only mode of heat ;
• . • i
transfer after. 60 seconds. This might not "be a completely accurate j'
!
conclusion since there were problems encountered in evaluating the |
total heat flux which are explained in Reference 4-3. However, it does . \
f
appear that radiation was the dominant mode of heat transfer. • •
• - . 1i
Another interesting characteristic can be observed in Figures '-,
4-1 and 4-2. During one of the flight tests, a'center engine was cut off :
approximately 20 seconds earlier than the other three engine's. .The . !
resulting reduction in the flame shield temperature and pressure are . j
shown in the figures. The gas temperature dropped approximately 300° F [
and the pressure dropped approximately 2 psi. The heat flux (not-shown) ';
dropped only slightly and the choked flow condition appears to have been ;
reestablished. • • ' •. !
Shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 are representative bands of - ;
radiation and total heat flux measured in the outer and inner zones of •
the Saturn I heat shield. In the figures, it can obviously be seen that ' ;
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radiation was the dominant source of heat -"^put throughout the flight. • ' "!p
 LJBy comparing une ccrai hear ilux and the radiant -lux, it can be seen
that a significant amount of convective cooling exists, -particularly during f )
I j
the early phase of the flight.
4 .2 .2 Saturn S-IC Flight Results ' •[ j
One of the main advantages of normalizing the flight test results —r^
' j I
is that it allov/s direct comparison of the same data for different vehicles. '—1
Figures 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 show comparisons between Saturn I and Saturn V, .—1 ;
S-IC base thermal environment. Figure 4-6 is a cornpa-rison between the '—3
Saturn I (outer region) and the Saturn V, S-IC base gas temperature. p—.
Surprisingly this shows the gas temperature and the apparent time of £—J '•
flow reversal to be similar even though significant configuration dif- ,—^
fe rences existed between the two vehicles. . i—*
Figure 4-7 shows a comparison of the radiant flux measured in | j ,
LJ
the base region of these two vehicles. The radiant flux incident upon the
S-iC heat shield was much lower than that incident upon the Saturn-J • ;' j
*•!.._. -~*
heat shield'. This d i f ference was primarily due to the relative location
of the heat shields and the location of the engines with respect to each | i
.: t 1
other. The heat shield on the Saturn I vehicle was located approximately
2. 4 engine radii above'the exit plane, whereas the S-IC heat shield was . ' j ]'
3. 26 engine -radii. The Saturn I engines were spaced farther apart,
with respect to a point in the outer region of the heat shield, than the i j
i—;
S-IC engines. 'Both of these factors tended to increase the radiation
view factor (see Equation 2-17) between the plumes and the heat shield ] j
! i
resulting in higher incident radiation to the Saturn 1 heat shield.
Another interesting characteristic of the S-IC radiation is the \ ;
sharp increase 'measured after the apparent time of flow reversal. .
This same 'characteristic was evident in the Saturn I flame shield i
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n i
region (see Figure 4-3) and, to a lesser degree, in the heat shield
region. This is thought to be caused by the start of full flow reversal
ana will be discussed later.
.A cornoarison of the Saturn 1 and S-IC total heat, flux is shown in
Figure 4-8. The total heat flux is somewhat indicative of the overall
thermal environment since the area under the curve represents the net .
energy input to the surface. In light of the latter, a comparison of the
Saturn I and S-IC total flux of Figure 4-8 would indicate that the S-iC
heat'shield environment was slightly less severe than the Saturn I.
In convective heat t ransfer , the flow velocity is an important
parameter . In compressible flow the velocity can be computed if the
.gas temperature, total pressure, and static pressure are known (see
Equation 2-9) . In order to measure the static and total pressure, pitot
static tubes were located in the base region of the Saturn S-IC vehicle.
The results measured at tv- •> locations in the S-IQ base region are shown
in Figures 4-9 and 4-10. The measured results .shown in the figures
indicate that the f rees t ream ambient air would flow into the base region
during the first half of the flight (i. e. , the base 'pres sure being lower
than the ambient pressure indicates inward flow). Likewise the base
pressure being greater than the ambient pressure after 75 seconds indi-
cates reversed flow back into and out of the base region. The evaluation
of the base flow velocity will be discussed later.
4 .2 .3 Saturn S-IV Fligrht Test Result's •
Two of the Saturn upper stages had clustered engine arrangements
and both used LOX/hydrogen as the propellants.. The Saturn I upper stage
consisted of six RL-10 engines clustered'about a common center. The
instrumentation in the base region consisted of black and gold-coated,
heat flux meters and static pressure probes. Because of the LOX/
hydrogen propellants, the radiant flux.in the base region was negligible •
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c.nc could not be detected by combining the two dif ferent type heat f lux
meters. Engine ignition occurred at such a high altitude that the choked '
flow condition was established almost immediately. -The heat shield >
• . . ' i
"neat flux measured at various radial distances f rom the center are ' j
. ' ' • • • - j
shown in Figure 4-11. Because of the very low density of the base gas '
ac these extreme altitudes, the base heating rates are less than 2 Btu/ S
ft2- sec. Another factor which also affected the base environment on this . - "•,
stage was the location of a helium heater nozzle in the center of the heat |
shield. The purpose of the helium heater was to warm the helium which . j
\vas stored in the liquid hydrogen tank for use in pressurizing the liquid |
oxygen tank. The heater consisted of a low temperature combustion • ;
chamber/heat exchanger combination attached to a small nozzle. The
I
nozzle d ischarged-gas into the base region at a flow rate of 0 .05 Ib/sec ;
and a temperature of 800° F. The secondary flow from this helium heater !
nozzle had some .'effect upon the base convective heating. The effect would j
t
appear t o b e a reduction i n t h e heating rates. • . • ' • . ' - . . • • j
' i
Shown in Figure 4-12 -are heat shield static pressures measured | f
at various radial locations during one of the S-IV stage flight tests. . j
.As shown in the figure, the pressures are low and indicate that the fj
choked flow condition is reached shortly after ignition. i
' 4. 2. 4 Saturn S-Ii Flight Results ' . i
Shown in Figures 4-11 through 4-19 are typical gas temperatures,
heating rates, .and pressures measured in the base region of the Saturn V,
S-II upper stage. This vehicle had five LOX/hydrogen fueled J-2
engines. The environment measured in the base region of this stage
'
shown in Figure 4-11 consisted of. approximately 3 Btu/ f t 2 -sec total
heat flux, a I 3tu/ft2-sec.radiant flux, and a 1000°F gas temperature.
The resulting convective flux is..shown in Figures 4-14 and 4-15. A
cylindrical interstage with a diameter the same as the basic vehicle
extended approximately 7 inches below the engine exit plane. This
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inter'stage was je t t isoned after the f i rs t 30 seconds of the f l ight . The |
ef fec ts of the interstage on the base thermal environment can be seen ;
in the f igu res . The heating ra tes and pressures above the heat shield i
tended to be higher with the interstage on the vehicle and dropped • j
drastically when it was jet t isoned (see Figures 4-16 and 4-19}. The
pressure on the heat shield was also higher during this" per iod (see ' '.
I
Figure 4-18). ' The heat shield gas temperature and total heat f lux 'were ;
slightly lower with the interstage on than with it off (see Figure 4-15). |
Another characteristic which can be seen in-these f igures is '.
the decrease in heating rates arid pressures associated with the shift < '
in mixture ratio.- The J-2 engine mixture ratio was shifted from the ';
initial O/F = 5. 5 to an OF = 4.7 late in each flight. The decreases i
i
can be seen in the. f igures at flight times corresponding to 400/450 . - i
seconds.
RADIANT FLUX
The radiation measured in the 'base 'region during the Saturn
booster stage test flights was correlated. The correlation consisted
of determining the ratio of rac .ation measured at any time'during the
flight to the measured ground level value. 'The ground level value was
chosen after the vehicle had cleared the launch pad. so that the effec ts
- ~ ! f
01 the i lain e deiiector could be eliminated. The resulting ra t ios -are j
. i
^resented as a function of vehicle altitude in Figures 4-20 through 4-23-. ! [
••- O . O t
Figure 4-20 shows the dimensionless radiation ratio obtained from the i
0
 !
Saturn I measured data for two different zones of the heat shield. The
Saturn I, Block I (SA-1 through SA-4) and Saturn I. Block II (SA-5 1 |
through SA-10) are both shown in this figure. The radiation ratio • |
obtained from, the Saturn S-I3 flight test data is shown in Figure 4-21. . !
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Also shown in this f igure is the Saturn I, Blocks I and II data band. . In
studying the data, a siignt upward trend'appear s to be indicated, in going •
from the Saturn i, Block I vehicle radiat ion decay to the Saturn IB resu l t s . [ }
This t rend was probably caused by slight changes in the vehicle cor.figu- i
ration and the uprating
 of the engine from 165, 000-pound thrust , Block I, - j ',_ :
(578-psia chamber p ressure ) to 200, 000-pound thrust, S-IB,' (6S9-psia •
' . ' r~s •
chamber pressure) . . i s .
Figure 4-22 shows.the radiation ratio for the Saturn. S-I and S-IB -—, •
flame shield regions. The heat shield data bands are also shown in this . • <—•
*
f igure . As seen in this figure, the Saturn S-l and S-IB flame shield - . r^ •
H i
radiation ratio.s are approximately the same up to an -altitude of approxi- . <—i ;
mateiy 15, 000 feet and decrease at a much faster rate than the heat -,.—•,,
shield radiation. Beyond 15, 000 feet a completely different trend is ' —J
indicated. This difference can be ex-olained and resulted from changes p—i
• !
in the turbine exhaust gas discharge. The Saturn I turbine exhaust gas '—'
was discharged overboard through ducts on the sides of the vehicle. .'^
This was changed on the third Saturn S-IB and subsequent vehicles. —'
For these vehicles, the turbine exhaust was discharged into the flame p~>
shield area. The sharp increase in-radiation shown for the S-l flame '
shield coincides with the beginning of flow reversal. This same trend ' r~i
I *
( i .e . , slight hump in the curve), but less significant, can be seen in the • •'—
heat shield radiation as well. This indicates that the radiation is being p~}
influenced by the flow reversal. .- . ' '
Shown in Figure 4-23 are the radiation ratios for the Saturn S-IC < 1
heat shield, the ATLAS, the JUPITER, the TITAN III-C, and the Saturn -
S-I and S-IB heat shield data bands. The S-IC vehicle had five LOX/RP'-l, ,' 1 |
F-! engines. The AT.LAS had three engines in-line, and the two outboard
engines were the same as the Saturn S-I engines. The JUPITER vehicle
had only one engine, \vhich\vas also the same as the Saturn S-I engines.
The TITAN III-C had two solid nropellant- engines. Two of the ' interest-
ing trends shown in this figure are the JUPITER and Saturn S-IC results.
Because- the JUPITER had only one engine,' '-flow reversal 'between engine
'exhaust jets did not exist. The JUPITER radiation ratio decreases 'con-
stantly throughout .most of the flight. Because the engines we re'the
same, comparing the JUPITER results to the Saturn S-I results 'gi^es
some indication of the engine clustering effects. The Saturn S-IC results
are approximately the same as the ;Saturn S-I up to an altitude of 35, 000
feet. Beyond this altitude, the S-IC radiation ratio shows a sharp increase
to a. value,well above the ground level radiation. This also coincides
with the beginning of flow reversal.
Because of the very complex nature of the problem, accurate
radiation predictions are very difficult to make. The technique used
in predicting the base radiation for the Saturn boosters was a semi-
empirical method which depended strongly upon experimental-results.
Th-e radiation at sea level was commuted using Eauaiion 2-17. Thej. O j.
emissive powers and plume shapes were obtained from measurements
and photographs taken during captive engine test firings. The radiation
at altitude was predicted by extrapolating from one class of vehicles to
the next using results similar to those shown in Figures 4-20 through
4-23. If it had not been for using conservative-estimates of the sea
level radiation, this technique would have led to serious underpredic-
tions of the radiation at higher altitudes. An example of this can be
seen in Figure 4-23 by comparing-the Saturn S-IB radiation decay to. the
Saturn S-IC radiation.
4-33
3y cons ider ing Equations 2-1 5-through 2-17 the problems with 'f
s tcchnicue 'can be d i scussed . When the ratio of radiat ion-at-al t i tude i. j j
radia t ;or . -a t -sea level is plotted as. a function of altitude, this essen- ' , {'
U .•
ratio ->; used to extrapolate the radiation from, one vehicle to the next, the !
r~i ;
assumpt ion thai is. being made is that the plume emissive power and I ! I
i
viev.- factor will vary with pressure in the same general way. This, • !
M '
•in v u r n , i s ' a s suming that the plume temperature, emissivity, and shape 1 1 |
v.'ill vary \vith ambient 'pre s sure in this same general way. By considei -- ,—,
i •! I
ing i ' lgure 4-23, this is obviously not a valid assumption. By comparing i—i j,
the radiat ion characteris t ics of the JUPITER and Saturn S-I and S-IB '
(Figure 4 -23) and the Saturn S-I flame shield (Figure 4 -22) where the La f
n I'J •
D !engines were nearly the same, it is seen that clustering has a significante f f ec t upon the radiation at higher altitude. Furthermore; considering
i he Saturn S-I flame shield, radiation when :'low reversal starts
(approximately 20, 000 it') and Equation 2-17, it appears that the af ter-
burning is either f lushed back into the flame shield or' starts to burn «—., j
' ' ' - M imuch closer to rhe engine exits at this time. In comparing the Saturn S-I '—' .;
flame shield radiation to the Saturn S-IB with the flame shield turbine «—\ I
exhaust discharge, it woxild appear- that -dumping this relatively large '—' •
amount of unburned fuel into this region-prevented the afterburning from
taking place. In. comparing these results to the S-IC radiation shown.in
Figure 4-23, it appears that afterburning and flow reversal e f fec t s also f—i i
• " i l l
caused the increase in radiation on this vehicle.. 'In comparing the '-'•'- !
Saturn S-IC radiation ratio to the Saturn S-I heat shield radiation in ' - r~"| i
• ' ' Li '!Figure 4-23, where the clustering arrangement is not too dissimila-r,
it must be concluded that afterburning and flow reversal effects take -. ' - (~~j !
place in .very complex ways. It must also be concluded that extrapolat- * ' i
l
ing the radiation from one vehic.le configuration to another should be f < •j i ,
approached with caution. * ' i
4.4 EVALUATION AND COMPARISONS OF THE SATURN S-IC
.CONVSCTIVE HEATING
•Correlating and normalizing experimental data is a necessary
step in. solving -5. convective heating problem which has not been previously
solved. However, the serious instrumentation-related problems associated
with much of the Saturn flight data- have made the correlation of the flight
results very difficult. Such results as gas temperatures indicating con-
vterive heating simultaneously with the heat flux meters indicating
cooling are factors which require serious explanation in correlating
the flight data. The S-IC flight results are typical of the problems which
are encountered. - •
v • • - .
• Figure 4-24 shows the base gas temperatures measured during
a'typical S-IC flight test. The results shown are from probes which
were mounted through the heat shield with the sensing element located
from 0.25 to 2. 5 inches below the heat shield surface. Also shown
in the f igure is the center temperature of the-total calorimeter, membrane.
The membrane center temperature was computed from the measured
total heat flux and the calorimeter sink temperature using the following
eouation,
i '
oil calorimeter center temperature
oil calorimeter sink temera ture
- radius of the foil
- thermal conductivity of the foil
- foil thickness.
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Also shown in the figure is the total (i. e. , stagnation temperature of
the f ree stream).
Shown in Figure 4-25 are the bands of radiant and total heat flux
measured by the one set or heat shield calorimeters during the f i r s t five
S-1C flight tests . Included in Figure 4-25 is the adjunction (denoted by
plus signs) in the radiation band which -would account for the error in
measured radiation resulting from angular variation in window trans -
missivity (see Section 3 .4 .2) . .
Shown in Figures 4-2o and 4-27 are the convective heating rates
(with some of the obviously erroneous data deleted) evaluated from the
heat flux meters at two locations on the S-IC heat shield. The convective
flux is shown for both the uncorrected radiation ( i .e . , as measured) and
for the measured radiation corrected for angular variation in window
transmis sivity.
. 3y comparing the results of Figure 4-24 to Figures' 4-2 5, 4-26,
and 4-27 during the aspiration phase of the flight, the disagreeme'nt in
measured data becomes obvious. Figure-4-24 shows the. measured
gas temperature to.be higher than the highest temperature of the-
calorimeter beyond 40 seconds. Prior to 40 seconds, the measured gas
temperature is approximately equal to the calorimeter temperature.
The implied result would be .convective heating of the calorimeter at
least beyond 40 seconds. However, the result obtained by evaluating
the convective flux vising the measured heating rates is just the opposite,
i .e, significant convective cooling during the first 75 seconds of flight
(see Figures 4-26 and 4-27). ' ' •
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.This disparity must be explained. before it is possible to correlate
the flight test data. Some possible reasons are: . •
o Because of the sensitivity of the gas temperature
probes to incident radiation, the temperature
measured by the probes was higher (during the
aspriation phase) than the actual base gas temperature.
c If the incident radiation beyond X = 5-um \ver.e negligible
( i . e . , plume radiation significantly different f rom a
greybody), then an additional error in the measured
radiant flux would exist (see Section 3.4.2)..
o The possibility of moisture vaporized from the heat
shield condensing on the total calorimeter surface
exists and could have ..caused a low indicated total
flux (see Section 3 .3 .4 ) .
The possibility of explaining the disagreement on the basis of the
surface temperature mismatch has also been suggested. This reasoning
has been rejected. Using the semi-empirical solutions' which 'have been
cer-ived for computing the heat transfer coefficient across a surface
temperature discontunity, negative heat transfer coefficients can be
computed for specified conditions. However, negative heat t ransfer
coefficients cannot exist in reality because of violating the f i r s t law of
thermodynamics. The situation which probably exists is that the recovery
temperature of the boundary layer fluid which influences the heat transfer
near the discontinuity is also changing. These changes in recovery
temperature have not been included in the solutions of the surface
temperature "mismatch heat transfer. If this could be included in the
solutions, negative heat transfer coefficients should not be possible.
Of the reasons proposed, none can be conclusively -ruled out.
Hov.'ever, available spectral radiation measurements [Re f s . 4-3 and 4-4
(also see Figure fe-13b)j indicate that large LOX/RP-1 fueled rocket
engine plumes do tend to emit greybody type radiation. Condensation of' '
4-41
• • •• . n '
' ' ' . ' '
 Lj :
moisture- or. the surface of the calorimeter is apparently a real possi- *, j j
bility; however , the degree to which it could have reduced the measured j
total heat flux is speculative. • F j j
I—> i .
TV.- des i red goal of any correlation of convective heat t ransfer
is the development of a dimensioniess Stanton number, Prandtl number- f i. '1
 — '
Reynolds number relation. These correlations usually provide the - !
basis for se lect ing the coeff ic ients C, m, and n and the characteristic £__j '
dimension; x, of Equation 2-13. Another advantage of this correlation . .
is that it provides a direct means of comparing the convective heating ] ! j
for d i f fe ren t geometric bodies and flow .fields. A dimensioniess
correlation of the Saturn S-IC base heat shield convective heat tranter ] j
during the aspriation phase of the flight was developed using the following .
assumptions: • ' . • ' • • . { j
o The f rees t ream total temperature (see Figure 4-24) • f !
was used as the base gas recovery temperature. . • \_ j
o The transport properties of air (i. e. , C , J_L, k) f"l
were used and evaluated at the film temperature . ' •'' ' [ ;
[ i . e . , (Tr + T
• n
o The base flow velocity was evaluated .as discussed l J
in Section 3. 5.2 (see Figure 3-35).
p
o Because the flow was into the base region during this . . UJ
phase of the flight, the characteristic dimension was
taken as the distance from the edge of the base .'to the '•' j~~~]
heat flux rneter. <—-J
o The convective heat t ransfer was evaluated every 5 f >i i
seconds for each heat flux meter and the results • !—•''
joined by a straight line in.Figures 4-28 and 4-29. .
'< ',
Before correcting the measured radiation, most o'f the Saturn (—'
flight results appear to fit between lines'A and B shown in Figure 4-28. \—;•
i i
The resulting correlation ecuations obtained for 'L/ines A and B are: . '—'
i j
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As opposed to this, the correlation equations which were obtained for
the other bodies shown in Figures 4-28 and 4-29 range as shown in'
Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1. C O R R E L A T I O N EQUATIONS FOR SEPARATED R E G I O N S
I R E F E R E N C E BODY TYPE
4-7
4-8
£-3
4-6
4-6
4-9
4-10
Cyl inder , cross f low
Flat Plate , normal
Hemisphere
Wedge, side plates
Wedge
Theory ( S p a l d i n g )
Theory (Virk)
CORRELATION EQUATION
Hst = 0.19 N r e~1 / 3
Nst = 0-23 Nrg- 1 / 3
Nst = 0.22 Nre"1/3
N < - t = 0.135 N r p" 0 - i^ U J C
Nst = 0.23 N^-1/3
-> w it
st = 0.15
= 0.59 N r e-°.s
Obviously,.- the correlation-equations 'obtained from the-'base
heating flight test data are much higher than those associated with any
of the similar cpnvective heating problems, shown in the figure.
When the measured radiation is corrected for the effects of
variation in angular trans mi ssivity of the calorimeter window, the
correlated flight data changes to-that shown in Figure .4-29. .As seen
in the figure, the corrected Saturn flight test data indicates chat convective
heating is 2 to 10 times high.er than that of a flat plate in parallel flow or
in the separated regions of similar bodies. Further reduction in the
4-45
f l ight data might .be jus t i f i ed by the calorimeter-heat shield surface « i ',
temperature mismatch. If the-measured" results shown in Figure 3-16 • .j
C—I f
are typical for membrane calorimeters, the flight data might be reduced f i • ;.
^1 L iJ . *
by a factor of up to 1. 5. Condensation heat t ransfer caused by the !
• vaporized heat shield moisture could also account for the-higher heat • i' -'
t ransfer shown for the flight data. .
Because cooling exists during the aspiration phase of the flight,
use of the correlation equations for a flat plate would give conservative •
heat shield des ign data.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE FLIGHT TEST RESULTS"
Some of the conclusions regarding the flight test results are as ( ] ; \
follows: • . !
I
n i
o Useful qualitative trends and characteristics can be ; •; \
obtained from, the flight test data by comparing simi-
lar parameters over a series of flights and between . .,—n j
siiTiiiar vehicles. • • • i i '
' I
f
o The attainment of quantitative values and comparisons ' p-^ .
directly from the measured flight data should be con- • j j >
siclered with caution in light of the instrumentation- • . i.
related errors-and.-problems. ' 5 — , • ,
' . • / LJ !
. o Because ail necessary convective heat transfer parame- i
ters must be evaluated and included and because the p-| I \
results can be compared directly to similar convective • j j { r
heat transfer problems, the development of the Stantori-r . j [
Prandtl-Reynolds number relation should be the ultimate . f~i i I
goal of any base-heat transfer evaluation. At present, } | ! t
the inability to measure the necessary parameters
accurately on flight vehicles makes this correlation ' .:
difficult and requires liberal interpretation of the • .
measured data. However, until these correlations can
be made using flight-related data, serious questions
regarding the measured data will continue .to exist.
o' The measured radiation resul ts for vehicles using
. hydrocarbon and solid protieHahts appear to indicate
the existence of an empirical relationship between
the reduction in radiation with decreasing ambient
pressxire . This pattern may offer a simple method
for making good engineering estimates of the inflight" •.
radiation from measurable ground level conditions.
o Since the most serious'problems with the flight test
results appear to be those associated with the instru-
mentation errors, additional effort could be well
spent in this area. In light of the Space Shuttle vehicle,
the -most pressing need is for the development of
accurate, reliable base parameter measurement-. •.
techniques. The alternatives are
A Spend the time and money necessary to develop
new instruments with improved accuracy
A Calibrate (i. e. , to the degree possible) the exist-
ing instrumentation and evaluate the base thermal
parameters approximately.
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5. SCALE MODEL TESTING OF BAS'E HEAT TRANSFER
D. i INTRODUCTION
In addition to the problem areas associated with rocket exhaust
plume /vehicle interactions is the requirement for knowledge of the
complete integrated system performance characteristics throughout
the flight t ra jectory. Such information is often requi red both during
the des ix ; stages for purposes of optimizing new vehicle 'designs and
later during flight test phases to account for variations between observed
and predicted performance. , • ••
The test ing of vehicle models which have been scaled down to
some convenient size and operated in a simulated flight environment
is one 'of the technicues which has been employed in' the accuisition of
performance data for studying the base heating problem.
Certain limitations exist in scale modeling such as the siy.Q and
operating capabilities of available facilities and the degree to which the
full-scale vehicle can be modeled. The limitations are compounded by
the lack of unders tanding of the base heating problem which results
in the inability to fu l ly define all the necessary scaling laws. Two
dif feren t test techniques were employed for the Saturn scale model tes t
program. These were designated as the long-duration and short -durat ion
technicues. The long-duration, technique consisted of mounting a scaled
model of the vehicle in a wind tunnel test section and operating the
model at some simulated flight condition. In order to carry out such
model experiments on a continuous (or semi-.continuous) flow basis,-
complicated and difficult engineering problems encountered in the
fueling, combustion, cooling, 'ignition, etc. of small rocket engines
had to be solved. Also, maintaining a continuous high altitude
5-1
environment du r ing the test durat ion required an extensive vacuum
' - • ' • ' ' • • , r ~ ]
pumping capabi l i ty . Th is ' t echn ique was found to be too complex and j .
cost ly to be considered for normal laboratory testing of Satx;rn vehicles.
!—IBecause of the d i f f icu l t i es with a continuous flow rocket test, a short- • ' ]
! J
.dura t ion technique was developed by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
(CAL-) . The short-durat ion technique consists of mounting only a scale I '
model of the base region in a vacuum chamber.and testing at'a simu-
lated altitude. The actual test time for this technique is in the order i i '
- - . i i .
of a ' f e w mil l iseconds, compared to the severa l ' seconds of the long- •
durat ion tests, based upon results which show-that the base heating j |
rates a n d pressures reach a quasi steady-state condition i n less than ' . ' . • ' j
' . .• ' r""1 !
a millisecond. Steady combustion is maintained during the time . - f j ;
r eau i red for the expansion waves created by the rupture of a diaphragm
f—j '
to travel the length of the supply tubes and return to the combustion j ! ;
chamber.
n iOne of the advantages of the short-duration technique is the '•—> :
nearly instantaneous establishment of a hot, steady flow, lasting .—^ i
\ I i
for a few milliseconds, which has permitted the use of simple models t—! :
without cooling. . ' ^—) ';
LJ ;
Overall, the short-duration techniques appears to give the same j
n ;\* ,* {
'$50 to SI 50 thousand each (Ref. 5-1), whereas short-duration . :
(—i '
tests cost approximately 10 pe -cent of this amount. ' "' I '
VODEL-SCALING CONSIDERATIONS
To illustrate model scaling, consider some arbitrary di f fer -
n
entiai area in the base reg:or> s was shown in Section 2. ], Figure 2-1. - • ••
An energy balance shows that the total heat flux (q^) must equal the
 t
^ i
convective flux (q c) plus the absorbed radiant flux (#q^ r ) , i.e., . \ \
LJ
5-2
c
-
 =
The convective and radiant flux can likewise be written as
qc = h(T r - Tw) . (5-2)
(5-3)
The definition of these terms can be found in Sections 2. 2 and 2. 5,
E-quations 2-5 and 2-16, respectively.
For the sake of brevity Equation 5-3 has 'been simplified and
• written as if the plume radiation were a surface phenomenon. In
. •
some cases, the radiation can be treated as a surface phenomenon;
however, in general, it is a. gaseous problem and must be treated
as such. . • .
In model heat transfer testing, the obvious objective is to
reduce the ph/sical dimensions of the prototype to some size which
can be conveniently-tested. A relationship between the 'model and .
prototype can be established to relate the model heat t ransfer , to that
of the prototype. However, with heat transfer problems as. complex
. . . ' ' * •
as base heating, the scaling becomes exceedingly complicated. To .
identify some of the problems which exist, the following is a discussion
of factors which must be considered. •. ' • ' •
i ; •
LJ .
t
5 . 2 . 1 Convective Modeling . ' f ! :
LJ i
In scale mode line the base heat t ransfer problem, it is xisual .
r~> •to make the idealising assumption that the model is an identical . t I ,
scaled version of the prototype and d i f fe rs .only in physical size. . ' .
Fur thermore, the convective heat t ransfer in the base region of both | j :
the model and prototype must satisfy the well-known Nusselt equation
!—1 '(discussed in Section 2. 2). . • I \ . ;
^ >j n ' (5'-£\ \ I :iNnr \-> -1 • i .
LJ
- Nusselt Number = hx/k '
 f—,
i i
- ' ; i
^re - .Reynolds Number = pux/p.
N..,..,. — Prandti Number = t-!.Cp/k
C, ni, n - Empirical constants. • ] •
' ' ' ' • •
 LJ
 i
The ideal model assumption leads to the further assumption . I
that the base gas density ( p ) , velocity (u) and transport properties ! \ !
(k, p., ci ) are also identical or very similar. Thus when the model1
 ' !" }
and flight vehicle convective heating rates are compared using j (
Equation 2-7, a relationship is established, giving
i i.
LJ
-' •
 hmodel / xflight \! "m ' . . _
hflight
i g tl - 5 _
\ x model /
\vhich sho\vs that the ratio of the heat transfer coefficients from model
and flight vehicle are inversely related to the ratio of their respective
characteristic lengths (x) to the i-m power. Now, from Newton's
law of coolinsr, i .e., •
-c • w
an additional relation follows. Since h is not directly measured
it is convenient to express Equation 5-5 in terms which are measurable.
Equation 5-5, using Newton's law of cooling, becomes
- -
 g
 . (5-6)
.°-f light \ xmodel./- ' . :
• - ' - !
• t
It has been assumed that the temperature differences for model and . [
flight are equal, - i .e . , • I
' " • ' ':• ' ' - !
. ; <Tr - Tw)model. = (Tr - Tw)f l ight • .(
• ' - • ' ' 1
When dealing with convective modeling in.the past, it was ]
assumed that the base region could be approximated by a flat plate
(Refs. o-2 and 5-3), Under this assumption, the Colburn e.quation
(Equation 2-6) for turbulent flow over a flat plate is used (Ref. 5-4).
This equation has the Reynolds number raised to the 4/5 power •
( i .e . , m = 4 /5) . Equation 5-6 then becomes
V 0«2
where x /"-j:--^^ is the scale of the model used in the test. !-model Aiigni. ^ [•
As an example, a summary of the models used in the Saturn j.
^ ' - ' ' !program is shown in Table 5-1. By using Equation 5-7 and the scale j
given for each model,- the following scaling factors result: - - '
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resu l t , when the nrototvoe is scaled, the optical path length is also ,—1 ,
' , . . ' . ' • [ :
scaiec, leading to a .cnange in tne 'emissive power ana t h e r e f o r e the • i—' ;
incident radiant flux, ' c;,,.. -The latter assumes that the plume tempera ture . ,—. ,
prof i le is not a l tered in the- scaling process. As opposed to this the '—' i
i
exhaust rjlurrxe of a rocket engine operating at a low altitude has an {—i !I i • ;
aftc ' rourning mantle which afiects the radiation. Because liquid ' ' £—• ••'
rocket engines operate«,most efficientlywhen the propellant ratio is . r~j
' ' ' . ' " ' } j '
:uel-rich, the exhaust products contain unbu'rned iuel. At some •—J ;
distance do\vnstrearn of the engine exit, the exhaust products have r—\ I
sufficiently mixed with the ambient air such that the unburned fuel '— j
ignites and- fo rms the afterburning mantle (see Figure 2 -1) . 'The r~} {
distance downstream required to mix the exhaust products and ambient '—' [
air aopcars to depend upon the size of the engine, but this is not a linear ( *| ;
. " ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ! ' '
relation. As a result-the afterburning characteristics of a prototype • - — ;
engine and a scaled engine appear to be quite different . This again pi \
leads to differences ' in the plume emissive power for the scale model ' ' j
i
and the prototype. In addition to the above, other factors such as carbon r~n j
' " . • ' - - • ' ! j
particle generation associated with tif^hydrocarbon propellants, the '
engine and plume chemical kinetics/ and plume boundary layer develop- fH. I
- ' , ' ' LJ '
ment enter into the radiation problem and could be expected to affect ' ' i
the scaling. In conclusion the relationship between the radiation f~] I
associated with a scale model and that of the prototype would appear to •.
be difficult to establish at •present. . •
5. 2. 3 'Gas Temperature Modeling • . .
. • •• n
• !
• Because -of instrumentation 'difficulties, the recovery temperature i—i
on'the model cannot be determined directly. Therefore, some techniques ,—.| i
have been developed that give an indirect method of determining the *—'>
gas recovery temperature. One example of these techniques is .the ,—»
PRBCBDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED H :!
'
i !Hot-±iase Technique11 (see Ref. 5-5). . This particular technique is . .
based upon Newton 's l a w o f cooling, which i s • • . ' • • ' • • .
qconv. '- °-( rr - Tw) • ' ' .
The basic premise of the'technique is that h is constant, that -
is, independent of temperature. Under this assumption a direct moans
of determining Tr becomes evident* i. e. , by varying Tw, the
base temperature, over a wide range in order to produce a significant
change in the measured qconv • Now, since the gas recovery
temperature is identical to the adiabatic wall temperature, Tr can .
be found by extrapolating the test data to a value of zero Qconv
Actually, h i's a function of the temperature; therefore, a lower .
r
value of Tr would be indicated (T-. ). This technique,' however, . .'
* act • . .
dees give a good indication of the gas. temperature and can be used to
indicate trends and possibly magnitudes. . •
p. SOME APPARENT LIMITATIONS IN SCALE MODELING
• In'practice", realistic limitations exist insofar as what can be
scaled and what, is beneficial to scale. Some examples of these
limitations will" now be discussed.
Certain functional parts and components of the engine and
vehicle are not duplicated. Examples would be-the wall thickness of .
the rocket engines which, if scaled accurately, would not contain the
flow passages inside the wall. Therefore, the engines -were generally
larger than the ideal scale.
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til
;iase gas temperature is related directly to nozzle boundary
layer v.'hich, in turn, is related to the engine size, contour,, and
operating character is t ics .
Turbine exhaust gas discharge varies between model and.
prototype. For example, ethyiene turbine exhaust would more nearly
simulate the actual gas condition on the prototype; however, to obtain
a. steady level of turbine exhaust flow during combustion, the turbine
exhaust would nave to be initiated prior to ignition. Also, for a
few low-altitude runs where ethyiene was used it was found to burn
and coat the heating gages with soot. For these reasons, hydrogen
gas was prefe r red over ethyiene as the turbine exhaust gas.
Regenerative cooling of 'nozzle wall is not simulated in the
scale model engines. • This is expected to be a serious limitation
in the case oi the upper, stage engines (i.e., J-2 engines), where the
effects of condensation on the inside nozzle wall can greatly influence
the amount of energy wnich is reversed into the base region.
Additional discrepancies which exist between scale model.'
and prototype include the use of gaseous propellants as opposed to
liquids; combustion chamber injector design,' and the omission of
an external flow in some of the booster stage runs.
It appears that with the present state of. the art of scale model
testing, one model which successively reproduces, or mo.dels,
both the convective and .radiation heating phenomenas is not available.
One can be simulated only at the expense of the other. .Therefore,
in modeling vehicles, two different criteria need to be considered:
one for radiation and the other for convection.
n
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TRENDS E^ fA3USH£D_ BY.SCALE' MODEUTvG.'
The ability to correctly scale model test data -to the full-scale
vehicle requires an understanding of the heat tr-ansfer mechanisms
in the base region as mentioned in the previous section. It has been
assumed that the heat transfer ban be correlated with an equation of
the Coiburn-Nusselt type:
= C Nren Nprm
For similar surface flow processes' between rocket nozzles and base
region, it can be shown that a functional 'relationship of the forms
°base a " chain j
• • ' • • • • 1i
!
and • • . . (5-8) . •
. {
^base a " base
exists and might be used to predict the base convective heat flux. i
The major disadvantage of this method of correlating data from. •>
scale model tests is that it is only true for the same engine shape, and I
i
configuration. An example where the proportionality has been used in i
i
scaling thermal design criteria was in the base regions of the S-I, 'and . i
i
S-1V vehicles. The H-l engines used-on the vehicles went through a • |
development stage that increased its thrust from 165-, 000 Ibf on the !
' i
S-l, Block I, to-a thrust of 200, 000 Ibf on the S-IB. • '•
From data taken by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. (CAL)
(Ref. 5-6) on a four-engine configuration, the correlation obtained
using Equation 5-8 was as shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. .From
I":.':"..re- 3-1, {-he exponent (r.) of Equation 5-8 is seen to vary betwcon ,—, ;
• • • j :'
0.75 to 0.93. The common value of the exponent associated \vith turbu- £—< ,
Icr.t heat t ransfer over, a fiat plate is 0. 3. Figure 5-2 shows the second
correlation i;-. Equation 5-S. The apparent power of 1. 02 is greater
than the G..C. pov/er which is-well established for flat plate turbulent
flow. •
n!
Therefore, , it is seen that Equation 5-6 does not accurately . } \ •
rc'ore sent the base region of the vehicle. This is believed to be . >
^- t
;
caused by the assumption that the recovery temperature is independent ' <• j j
of chamber- p ressure in the development of these relationships. The • - .'
• ' I—1 'recovery temperature as a iunction o: chamber pressure . ior the same . • I
- • ' i |
data, r ep re sen ted in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 is shown in Figure 5-3. It :
shows that there exists s. relationship of the form T-p^ a P<~ where for • j I
I 1 1
this particular case the average exponent is seen to be 0 .20 . Thus,' i
the assumption that recovery temperature wa's constant in developing • . ' • ' [ • ' ! • !
£—i f
Eaviation 5-S was apparently incorrect. . !
n iIn light of these discrepancies, the model data was replotted LJ •
fi
using the Nusseit-Colburn type equation with Pr = 1. These results
are shown in Figure 5-4. Figure 5-4 indicates a turbulent variation
(^7Re°"° ) :-r- heat t ransfer with Reynolds number over &. major portion '
 c , i
of the base region. However, the. scatter in the data at the lower'values { \ \
-
 oi
~ ^
TRe i-dicates a possible correlation with laninar flow theory where __, j
. \ '} \
Nnu a ^ R e 0 " 3 - *A- siniilar anomaly was observed on the five-engine 1 ! \
S.-II model test. . ,__,- ;
As an attempt to better understand the flow phenomena occur-
ring during full flow reversal, some very detailed, model studies . . f~| :
; j :
have, been conducted. The results of one such investigation are ^~ ;
reported in Reference 5-7. During these tests probes were inserted f 1 ;
into the base region-of a four-engine configuration. These probes - '
measured the static and impact pressure as well as velocities. The j i" i
-. LJ '.
t
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velocities were measured using hot \vire anemometers. Some typical
results of these tests are shown in Figures 5-5'through 5-7. These .
f igures show the static arid-impact pressures and the resulting Mach
number obtained by combining these results.
Several interesting observations can be made in studying these
figures. Figure.5-7 shows that supersonic flow can apparently exist in
the base region. The static -pressure shown in Figure 5-5 shows a sharp
•increase as the flow approaches the heat' shield (e .g . , compare the 0.5-
inch curve with the 1. 0-inch curve in Figure'5-5). This trend, if not
the magnitude, is in agreement with what would be anticipated, with
supersonic flow conditions (i .e. , a standing shock above the heat shield).
Ivieasurernents taken along the base plate also indicated sonic velocities
as the flow approached the vent area. Efforts to show the existence of
the base plate. standing .shock using a laser-Doppler technique (Ref.
5-8), however, did not provide concrete results to confirm the existence
of the shock. •. • • . .
Another, interesting .factor''which can be obtained from these
results is the following. Isentropic flow is normally assumed in the
base region, and isentropic flow relations are used in the analytical
models. In isentropic flow, no change in total pressure occurs unless •
the flow is -supersonic and moves through a shock wave. As the
flow :r-o've? through the shock, the entropy changes.- In checking
the data' shown in Figures 5-5 through 5-7, o-ne would- expect to find
the entropy changes indicated by the change in impact pressure to
correspond to the entropy change across a normal shock. What is
sound, however, are entropy changes which are 3 to 10 times, greater
than the entropy change across a normal shock. This could mean
that the "flow in the base region has much larger viscous losses
associated with it than has previously been assumed.
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As mentioned earliez- the five-engine S-1I scale model test
exhibited, the same abnormalities as did the four-engine scale models.
However, f rom studies on four- and five-engine configurations (Refs.
5-7 and .5-9'), it is interesting to note the dissimilarities between the
two.. Figure 5-8 shows a graphical representation of the velocity
.profiles which appear to exist. The typical velocity profile of the
four-engine cluster appears to resemble that'of a jet impinging on a
flat plate; however, 'the five-engine case shows that a 'major portion of
the flow appears to leave the base region before stagnation on the base
plate -occurs. • . .
5.5 MODEL-DATA AND FLIGHT DATA COMPARISON
5.5.1 S-IC Stage Model Test Results
A model test program was initiated early in 1962 to aid in •
predicting the base heating environment on the Saturn V/S-IC stage.
A short-duration (shock tube) test technique was chosen because it
provided a much simpler and cheaper method of testing. Confidence .
in the technique had been obtained earlier bv the favorable comparison
between the long and short duration test results. A l/45th scale'model
of the S-IC stage base region was designed by Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory (CAJL).
.
Tests were conducted in CAL's high-altitude chamber at altitudes
between 125, 000 and 205, 000 feet with no external flow and in the CAL
transonic tunnel between Mach 0.6 and 1.2. The NASA/Lewis Research
Center transonic and supersonic tunnels were used to obtain model
data in the Mach 0.4 to 3.5 ranee. ' .
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• The model used GOX/ethylene to simulate LOX/RP-1 pro-
pellants. Hydrogen was injected into the main exhaust flow inside
each of the nozzles at the 10:1 area ratio point to simulate, the turbine
exhaust.
Thin-film heat transfer gages (calorimeters) were employed
for the measurement of short-duration heating. Because of the short-
time duration of the model test, the gages were'recording a cold wall
heating rate. ' .
As shown in Figure 5-9, the scale model radiation heating
rate-s were negligible as compared to those measured during the
flight tests. This difference .is probably due to the lack of particulate
carbon (soot), the smaller radiating gas volume, and the afterburning
mantle location that'is associated with the scale model engine .plumes.
Model data total heating is. shown in Figure 5-10 for the heat
shield. It is made UP almost totally of convective heating and follows
the trend of the flight data. The model convective heating presented
in Figure. 5-11 is observed to be much greater than the flight data.
The scaling factor for convective heating discussed in the previous
section was applied to the model data and is also shown in Figure 5-.il.
The model data did not indicate the ccnvective cooling which took
place on the flight vehicle early in flight;'however, the tests did indicate
the trends (increases and decreases) ' in the base region'for ' later times
in flight. For comparison purposes the convective heating values
obtained from the aspiration model and the flow reversal model
developed at Teiedyne Brown Engineering are presented.
Base pressure measurements from model and flight are com-
pared in Figure 5-12. The shapes of the curves are very similar;
however, the model base pressures have not been corrected for the
differences in efficiency between model and flight engines, scoops,
and flow deflectors. . • '. '
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Fiiiht and model gas temperatures are compared in Figure 5-13.
'
The 4l-^bt data'shows large gradients in the eras tenvoerature near theO G O * J • *
heat shield. The variations in the model data are significant, however, . .
. . . • ^ j ;
it is evident that the flight and model data have comparable magnitudes (—1 ;
of cf£.s. temperature at the higher altitudes. Data for the lower altitudes ,—4 ;
" " • ! 1 ' :(or ;vlach numbers) were not reported, since CAL felt that the data -i-J
obtained for these conditions were not reliable. (—-, i
LJ. '>
5 < , 5 o 2 S-IB Stage Model Test Results . • :
A model test program on a :>. 47 percent scale of the S-IB stage
booster was conducted at Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC) to determine the effect of turbine exhaust gases on base heating.
Short-duration techniques were used in the test program.- Tests were ;
' . • n i
conducted at Mach numbers of 0. 8, i. IS, and 1.63; however, because | 1 '•
of tunnel flow disturbances caused by the mass flo'w addition of the • • ;
rockets into- the tunnel, the data at Mach 0. 8 was believed unreliable
and omitted. Therefore, only data for Mach 1. IS (30, 000 feet) and . ' i
1 .63 (40, 000 feet ) is available. GOX/ethyiene was used to,produce the ' ) } ;
main engine exhaust, and hydrogen gas at 100° F was used to simulate . -
 i I
' M 'ithe tuel-ricii turbine exhaust gases. . . i }' j
j
On the.S-lB stage there are two areas .'of importance in studying •) i
• ' ' 1 '•
the base thermal environment: the heat shield and the flame shield. ' . j
For. this reason the comparison will be broken into these two categories.
The same difficulties mentioned in the preceding section on
the S-IC stage, in simulating the base heating, also apply here. ' j
The total heating rate and radiation heating on the heat shield •. ' • ,—'-,
are presented in Figures 5-14 and 5-15. The heat shield thermal <—!
environment of the model was relatively unaffected by the turbine
exhaust configuration (i.e., whether the turbine exhaust is exhausted
C52
2000
1800 ;-
^ looo !-
MEASURED GAS TEMPERATURE
(C50-106)
MEASURED GAS TEMPERATURE
'(C51-106)
MEASURED"GAS TEMPERATURE
(C52-106) . •
TOTAL'TEMPERATURE OF AIR
! CORNELL HIGH
! • ALTITUD-E CHAMBER
(Ref. 5-11)
100
. ' TIME (sec) •
FIGURE 5-13. S-IC FLIGHT AND MODEL BASE GAS TEMPERATURE
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it L'.'.U four ' i nboard -eng ines , or exhausted outboard through the stub :.
" . • • • n :
• '—J I
applied to the model data and this is also presented in f i gu re 5-16.
In Figures 5-17 and 5-18 the comparison.between the flight,
and .-nodel total and radiation heating data is presented. As illustrated
r igure 5-16 shows the convective heating obtained from • . • { J -
Figures 5-14 and 5-15 for the heat shield. The scaling; factor was . *
i—i
n i
in Figure 5-17, the simulated turbine exhaust g.as has a definite effect ;
. ; . ' • ' . f l '
on tr.e total heating value. The hydrogen gas' used to simulate the i • i
turbine exhaust was at 100° F, whereas the flight vehicle's turbine . • ;
• exhaust is approximately 1, 500° F. Therefore, in the case when the . } \ \
ti^ L-.—'
. " . ' ' " *- " ' t
turbine exhaust is exhausted around the. flame shield, the gas has a ' -\
r~~*i
cooling e f fec t in the model where it may actually have a heating effect • \ \ \
i n flight. . " ' j
Hi
. No appreciable diiierence was round in the model's radiation '—' !
heating, with or without simulated turbine exhaust gases, or because of
d i f fe ren t configurations used to dump the turbine exhaust gases (Ref .
5 -3) . . _ • ' . . .
5 .5 .3 S-1I Stage Model Test Results
Parametric model'tests we're conducted by CAL in 1962 using a'
1/25 scale model of the S-II stage and short-duration techniques. The
model made, provisions for variation in engine pitch circle, 'heat shield
location, and interstage skirt location.
The model was moved from CAL to the larger altitude chamber
at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). This move was required in
order that the thrust structure.heating rates could be better analyzed.
In the CAL test, shock reflections from the tank walls disturbed the
flow within 3.4 milliseconds.
oMODEL
(Ref. '5-13)
MODEL' SCALED-^ FLIGHT
20 40 60 80 100
TIME (sec)
120 140 160 180
FIGURE 5-16. SATURN I FLIGHT AND MODEL HEAT SHIELD CONVECTIVE FLUX
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In this time interval the thrus t s t ructure heating rates did not have r-.-,
adequate time to stabilise. At \:SFCS the larger tank provided test LJ
times ir. the order of 6 to 7 milliseconds before flow disturbance. r—,
The test on the S-II stage was limited to the capabilities of the
chambers . The CAL chamber has a vacuum capacity of approximately
6 microns of mercury (266, 500 feet) which is -only 170 seconds into
^Light . .This represents 10 to 20 seconds of S-II stage flight-time.
Because of the limitations imposed by these facilities, a simulated - ;
•" • r—\ • j
altitude of only 266, 500 feet was obtainable. • I •! j
i—i >
The comparison of base heating data for the S-II stage can be j
I .' •presented as follows: 1) Heat shield thermal environment, and J j t
2) Thrust cone thermal environment. Figures 5-19 and 5-20 com'pare . ^
 ( !}. i *
flight ar-d model data on the heat shield, and Figures- 5-21 and 5-22 • I j '
ccm-oarc data on the thrust cone. As shown in these f igures the heat
 (
, . ! . ' • . ' V i !
shield experiences a more severe heating environment than the thrust • j |
cone. Looking, at the flight data, the thrust cone is seen to have a ^.^
!.' i
negligible convective heating rate during flight (approximately 0. 02 to
0. 04 3tu/f t2-sec).
Figure 5-2.3 presents a comparison of the flight and model ' ' •
convective heating rates for the heat shield. The model data has been • f~^ \
y .. j .
scaled assuming a iiat plate correlation. As shown, once the model - " j
data is scaled, it is in better agreement with the flight data. The f } j
LJ i
analytical value, is also presented fo r . comparison. ' j
Seme typical test data for the S-li scale model obtained by ; • :
CAL- are presented in.Figure 5-24. As-noted,- the values for heat shield __ :.
heat transfer and pressure level off after about 0.5 millisecond. The' . \ j. ;
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•thrust cone heating rates on the other hand do not appear to reach
a steady-state condition during the test . This is thought to be caused
by the size limitation of the chamber. The test apparatus was moved
•to NASA/MSFC to investigate the thrust, cone in more detail. Results
of this test compared to CAL/s data are .shown in Figure 5-25. The
CAJL data gives the impression that it might rise to a higher heating
level if it were not interrupted by the returning shock. The fact that
heating rates rise at a slower rate in the-larger tank makes it appear
that the heating rate may be caused by a flow phenomenon characteristic
of the chamber rather than the effect of exhaust gas reversal from the
model. ' •
5.6 CONCLUSIONS REGARDING MODEL TEST RESULTS
Some conclusions of the scale model testing are listed below.
i
o In general , measurements obtained directly from I i
tests performed on the model appear to indicate |
a higher base thermal environment than that
measured during the flight.O O .
o The .application of scaling factors to the convective -
flux gives bet ter agreement between the model and
the full-scale flight results. Thus, it appears
that the model results should be scaled; however, the
exact scaling laws that apply are unknown and are
probably more complex.than those which have been
used.
o Judicious interpretation of the resul ts-of model testing
appears to be required, as evidenced by the wide
scattering of test data and by the methods used in
certain tests (e .g . , simulation of the turbine
exhaust gases of the S-IB flame shield). - '
o in most cases, the trends with rest>ect to con-r '
figuration changes appear to be indicated correctly.
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o Y/'ith respect to the Saturn model test , the following
points were noted: • f
i The base ores sure s were p red ic ted fa i r ly
accurate ly and. correlations have been developed
using model and flight data in other references
(Ref . 5-11). - .
A The convective. cooling that was evident early
in ihe.-S-lC flights- was not indicated by the
. ' model.
A Model heating rates that were obtained for the
upper , stages were in better agreement with the
fl ight-results ; however, the .gas temperatures
'that were indicated by the hot. base technique
were significantly above those indicated during
the "flight tests. .. . _ •
c Some of the problems and inaccuracies in scale model
test ing appear to be caused by limitations in'the
facilities and the lack of simulation of certain
functional details of the vehicle, rather than by the
test technique itself.
'o A problem appears to exist in translating scale model
• test data into effective flight vehicle design criteria.
In order to'predict vehicle surface temperatures, it
is necessary to know the convective heat t ransfer
coefficient, tne recovery temperature, and the inci-
dent 'radiation. The exception to this is when the
total heat flux is of such a magnitude that the surface
• • re radiation will cause equilibrium to exist-at a . •
temperature below the limit of the material. The
latter was the situation for most of the Saturn upper
stages. For all of the booster stages and for many
soecific problems on upper stages, it was necessary
to estimate the probable gas temperature and heat
t ransfer coefficients. The desired design criteria
could be established much more conclusively if these • .
parameters could be obtained .from the scale model
rest results. Therefore, the. following is recommended:'
5-45
Mere effort should be devoted to developing
techniques for measuring base recovery
remr>eratures and evaluating convective heat •
t ransfer .coefficients f rom scale model test
n
n
i More basic studies such as those-represented •
by References 5-7 and 5-9 should be carried
out to investigate basic parameters such as
base flow fields, velocities, r'ecovery tempera-
ture,, and convective heat transfer coefficients.
n
A more thorough experimental investigation of
the scale model to flight vehicle scaling laws
should be pursued. .
n ;
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'. . • ,.6. BASE HEAT TRANSFER DIAGNOSTIC 'AND
; . - ; • • 'PREDICTION TECHNIQUES •
6. I ASPIRATION PHASE MODEL
The Saturn flight test results have indicated that aspiration pi
ambient air into the base region, exists 'during the first pa r t -o f theO O -
fl ight. During this phase, ambient air flows into the base region. If
the radiant flux is high, the relatively low temperature ambient air
provides corrective cooling. It should be noted-that the Saturn -I and
S-IB flame shield region'was an exception to the above. A serni-
empirical analytical model which approximates the base convective •
environment during this phase has been devised-arid is described below..
In Section 2 it was s-hown that in order to predict the convective
flux 'the following parameter must be determined:
q_(T) = f [h (T) , T^(T)] (6-1)
\_, *• -*• •*
h(r) - f[c, tn,.n, P0, Ps, TQ, x] • (6-2)
Tr(r.) = f [T 0 ( r ) ] ' . ' . : ' ; • . . (6-3)
wnere
- convective .flux
- convective heat transfer coefficient
- gas recovery temperature
Po - stagnation pressure
- static •pressure
x . • - characteristic dimension
P ;
experimentally determined, coefficients. —' ;
Figure 6-1 is a. "s implif ied schematic of the proposed mo del. In ! 1 •!
' '• ' U j
this .rr.oaci, vne ilov/ is sh.o-.vn to make a 90-degree turn at-the edge ot the ' j
base region and ilov/ radially into the center. In reality, the flow would f| i
- . • . {^ ,f !
.become detached at the edge and probably vortices \vould be shed into the
base region. This flow model was selected partially for the following • } j
" • .' • • • • t i ,
reasons: . •
|~1
o The supersonic engine exhaust jets produce a . ^
definite aspiration effect upon the rocket base, •• .
rending to draw the ambient air into the region. . ' ' ;
o The use of peripheral scoops pn some of the
vehicles tended to divert air into the base region. ' . ' f •
, y . 1
' L_j
o 'Probably as a result of the above, measurements
of rocket base heat transfer indicate an.inverse ' f "j
function of the base radius. . This can best be ' ' /
'explained by a flow which is radially inward
across the base. f""5
' ' ' _ '
 U
' . Using this simplified model the parameters of Equations 6-1
through 6-3 can be approximated, as follows. The trajectory of the • >. !
vehicle is always known; therefore, the freestream ambient conditions
ai-e also known. The most utilitarian model of the base aspiration. ' (
phase heat transfer v/ould be one -which relates the base heating to the
freestream parameters, ' •
Figure 6-2 shows the ex-perimentally determined -ores sure in the . — »•
c> . — J *. • j1
 i
separated flow region of a bluff body and a. back step taken from Ref- • — '
crences 6-1 and 6-2. Figure 6-3 shows how' the bluff body base pres- r —
i ;
sure agreed with the corrected -pressure measured in the base region ' ' — •'
1
 oo J 'oo> I 0 ,eo
FIGURE 6-1. SIMPLIFIED ASPIRATION FLOW FIELD
EXTRAPOLATED
a;
n
FREESTREAM MAGH NUMBER
FIGURE 6-2. EXPERIMENTAL BASE TO'AMBIENT PRESSURE RATIO
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6-5
c;." the Saturn AS-bOi Uight. By letting the ambient and bluff body base j j
pressure r.epres-ent, respectively/ the stagnation and static pressure of
the radial component of flow into the base region, a base flow Mach. ,; i
number can be c o m u t e d from
- ' - ••"• • • n\vhere . . . - * - — > i
, — • I
' M-K(T) - Iviach number of the radial inward base flow at | i '
-"
ib('r) ~ center base pressure at time T. • ' I;
*-••• —J
P^(T) - local freestream ambient pressure at time T
. . . n
. ' • | !
• V ' - specific heat ratio of the ambient air.
To assist in evaluating the base-to-ambient pressure ratio, the bluff | 1
body base pressure curve shown in Figure 6-2 was curve-fit between
F ifree-stream Mach numbers 0 ~ M.Q =1.5 to obtain i ;
~-~^r = 1 - 0.135 M^1-75 ,• O i M o o i l . 5 . (6-5) ' U
• • * co '
- ' . • . F '
.bigure 6-4 shows the comparison between'the base flow Mach (—
number obtained using Equations 6-4 and 6-5.and that evaluated from: f^—,
' ' ' • i Ithe Saturn AS-501 and AS-502 measured -pressures. " The-figure -illus- '—'
trated that the computed Mach number agrees reasonably well -with that •.—;•
obtained from the measured data during the .aspiration phase. . ~—
Eased on. Saturn S-1C flight results, the stagnation temperature ! j
i."- the base region is assumed-to be the same as the freestream; thus, . ' .
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The base recovery temperature can be obtained from
(6-7)
Sogin (P.ef. 6-3) found that a recovery factor, r' = 0. 1, gave good
c.grecrr*ertt v/ith heat transfer measured, in base regions of bluff bodies.
Thus, using r! = 0 . 1 and y = 1.4, the recovery temperature can be
obtained from. • •
- T- I l — 0 0? AA -r ~ -1- oo *.i J J • u - -Vioo (6-8)
"Wlicn evaluating transport properties, the static temperature of the
base o;as can be obtained from
-i
(6-9)
E-cuations 6-9 and 6-6 gives
T - = T, (6-10)
'j-'he transToort properties for air should be evaluated at.the film tem-oera-
ure given by
w- (6-11)
n
n;
Li !
D ii—/ ,
'•'•—ii i
n • !
i i
0-0
Yvi-.ere
TS
. T'w - surface temperature .
Based upon the simplified. flow model of Figure 6-1, the characteristic
dimension is taken as
:•: = R0 - r ' . • ' (6-12)
Using the. equation derived, in Section 2, i. e.,
qc = h(Tr - Tw) . ' (2-5)
v/ners
/«
!— j
\ - nf™ /
_, n 1-n m m. \
Cp, Kf 0 U | -(
h = C 1 : —— I xm~* (2-7)
and. coefficients m - 0, 8; n = 0. 333; the convective flux to the S-IC heat
shield calorimeters C25-106 and C26-106 was computed. The computed,
results, con-roared to the measured convective flux, are shown in
Figures 6-5 and 6-6. The coefficient C = 0.03 is equivalent to flat
r>late, parallel turbulent flow heat transfer. For the aspiration phase
convective cooling, using C = 0.03 wo-uld give conservative design
results. Based on the results shown in. Figures 4-28 and 4-29 and
Table 4-1 for the heat transfer in separated regions, -a higher coeffi-
cient may be justified. Therefore, the convective heat transfer was com-
puted using coefficients C = 0. 06 and C = .0 .09 . These results are also
shown in Figures 6-?5 and 6-6..
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The figures illustrate that the corrective iTux computed using the [ .
* ''
aspiration. ^hise analytical model is ir>. reasonablY good agreement with
' ' ' ' -
the measured flux evaluated for calorimeters C25-106 and C26-106;
.
however, t:~;c computed liux is in better agreement with the results for
* - O ,
.C25-106 th&n for C26-106. The figures also sho\v that the aspiration.
,
phase analytical model \vill yield conservative design criteria. •
i — )
'' i
'
6.2 PLUMS AND AFTERBURNING EFFECTS '
, nIn studying booster base heating and related problems, the . I _ }
sha-oes of the engine exhaust plumes, become important for several
ruas.or.s. Such factors as the time and/or altitude at which" flow rever- • j _ j.
.sal smar t s ?-^d the apparent coincidence of increases in radiant flux . • _
during this period are related to the plume shapes and interactions. t _ 1
To further understand these relations, a cursory study of actual-plume
\ i
shapes, predicted inviscid shapes, and adjacent plume interactions, was i _ \
initiated with the following preliminary results. ' • — ,
( ]-^ _ i
At oresents several methods of predicting inviscid plume shapes .
.are available. Throughout this study an -approximate method developed
by Charwat (Ref. 6-4) has been used. Comparisons have indicated that
this aoproximation gives good results compared to' the more involved
method of characteristics.
Figure 6-7 shows a dimensionless plot of a single plume bound-
ary which was calculated using the method mentioned above for an F-l
engine with a 3:1 area ratio. Two different types of input were used, in
the calculations. The first utilized the NASA/Lewis Thermochemical
Program to evaluate the nozzle exit condition's, whereas the second used
the one -dimensional isentropic flow theory to obtain the exit conditions.
From photographs taken during static tests of this same engine, the
o- ~L
actual plume boundary has been scaled and nor.dimensionalised and is
shown in Figure 6-7 along with the invi'scid plume shapes, it can be
seen in the f igure that the inyiscid plume boundary predictions are sub-
stantially less than the real plume boundary, especially in the after-
burning mixing zone.
To show how this affects the base heat t ransfer , the gas tempera-
tures and pressures measured in the flame shield and heat shield
regions during one of the Saturn I flight tests are shown in Figures 6.-S
.. •
and 6-9. As shown in Figure 6-8, flame shield flow reversal appears • - .
to start at approximately 25 seconds, whereas the heat shield flow reversals
start at approximately 60 seconds. (Note. . These results have not
"been normalized to AS-501 t ra jectory.) Figure 6-9 shows the corre-
sponding pressures to be approximately 10.2 and 3.4 psia,. respectively.-
Fifiure 6-10 shows the dimensionless plume-'shapes of the Saturn engines
predicted using Charwat 's method ' for various pressures. The center-
lines between adjacent engines are also shown in the-f igure . 'By studying
Figure 6-10, it can be seen that the inviscid plume prediction would not •
have predicted plume interaction corresponding to the flame and heat
shield pressures of 10 .2 and 3.4 psia, respectively. Apparently, the
thick mikirig and afterburning layers are interacting and reversing '
•much earlier in flight than would be indicated by the inviscid plume
predictions. Therefore, using plume shapes which have been generated
using invis.cid flow theories to predict plume impingement may not be •
representative of the real condition. Further analytical work to .
incorporate the mixing zone in the prediction of plume shapes is
indiciated here.
A similar analysis can'be conducted on the F-l -(Saturn V, S-1C)
engine. The analytical plume shapes for several altitudes, for the F-l,
are presented in Figure 6-11.
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Single engine plume shapes for the J-2 (S-I1 stage) engine have
been calculated and are presented in Figure 6-12. Afterburning is not
a problem on the upper stages, as it. i s - f o r boosters. Therefore, it
should be mentioned that the inviscid olume shaoes should be more valid
*• A
for upper stages.
6.3 BASE RADIATION
As discussed in Section 2, rocket exhaust plumes are noniso-
thcrmal, nonisobaric, and nonhomogeneous gas bodies. The equation
which governs the radiation from such bodies is
= » / • >
- P K
X cos cp dSdoi 'dv ., ' .(6-13)
where
Q-'--, — incident radiant ilux
p - local density ' '• •
K
-> ~ spectral absorption coefficient
Li - Planck function
•S - optical path . ... .
oj - solid, angle - •
v ''- wave number , . '
q> - polar angle (Figure 2-2).
For conditions -where the radiation'can be considered a surface
phenomenon, the equation for radiation between a finite radiating plume
'surface element and a differential receiver is
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vj —* "• — O """* "" '-/
v/nere • •- •
E_ = cr T_'r '-. plume blackbody emissive power '
LJ I.J . J -*•
•^A A - A i- ~ v^ew factor between AAg and. AA^ - . - .
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6.3.1 Gaseous Radiation • .
A xiumber of methods have been- developed.for predicting gaseous
radiation, and Reference 6-5 contains an excellent literature survey on
this- subject. The most successful method involves the use of several
computer programs and was developed for or by the MSFC A.ero-
Astrodynamics 'Laboratory over a period of years. Briefly, the
calculations are carried out in the following way.
The chemical composition of the reacting prope'ilants is obtained
using a thermal-chemical computer program similar to that described
in Reference 6-6. This program generates the chemical composition
of the gases as an input to the method-of-characterist ics flow program.
A method-of-characteristics (Ref. 6-7) flow program in con-
jur.ctior. with the thermal-chemical program is used to generate the
inviscid flow f ields of the engine and plumes.. This program can also
-generate the internal shock structure of the plumes to a limited degree.
Since the method-of-characteristics is restricted to supersonic flows,
the Riemann waves (normal shocks) which are known to exist at points
along the plume axis cannot be generated with this program. Also, no
corn-outer program is known to exist which can readily generate the
three-dimensional shock waves which would exist as a result of the
plume /plume interactions. In some cases, approximations of the
shock structure in these regions have been used and patched into the
inviscid supersonic flow fields with some success.
br:~:ce the method -of- charac te r i s t i cs program output is trie .. '
 (—. • :
t.-erTy:odyr.am:c and flo\v p roper t i e s at a point where right- and left- . . l~~• ' .'•
running character is t ic lines cross, it is not usually suitable for d i rec t {-—y :
. ' " (' i ;'
input into the gaseous radiation programs. A, separate computer .pro- '—' 1
gram Bailed JUGGLE (Ref. 6-S) is used to prepare the method-of- (—\ j
characteristics output for use in the radiation program. This program . '-—'.
 ;
genera tes a sys temat ic map of plume thermodynamic propert ies .as a
funct ion of axial dis tance downstream of the exit and radial distance
' f r o m the axis. .This is accomplished by iterating between the four
nearc-st points of the-method-of-character is t ics output.
If a f terburning along the plume boundary is significant and is j | '
s_L__L--J
to be included in the radiation problem, the thermodynamic and chemical j
f—1
composition of the afterburning mantle must also be supplied. One of • ' j
the many techniques which have been developed for this purpose is ';
p1'•"•-, i
discussed in Reference '6-9. This technique uses the. stream, tube j !• \i—I
approach, viscous mixing, and finite rate chemical reactions to com- i
pure the temperature and gas properties of the mixing boundary layer. j } ;
This layer is then superimposed on the iriviscid flow f i e l d . - • |
Once the therm.odynam.ic properties and chemical species are £ i
spatially def ined, the thermal radiation can be computed... The radiation ___) ;
calculations are essentially the. numerical integration of Equation 6-13. • i ! [
• 1
R.eference 6-10 describes a computer program which has been developed ^—^ |
i "i i
ror tn:s purpose. This prog.ram is a volumetric integration from an . i—i j
arbi trar i ly oriented differential area through.-'the olum.es and surround- ,—, ;
' • * ' • . - ' • - I I I
ing media aiong each. L i n e - o f sight. Tiie program uses band-averaged <—) ;.
absorption coeff icients (KV in Equation 6-13) and .the Curtis-Godson • p-~,
'method of approximating nonhoraogeneous gas properties. i—J ;
The techniques just outlined are theoretically sound and appea-r ; i
to be the most advanced if not the only complete technique presently . . :
available for computing plume radiation from basic knowledge. . ! ;
6-22
i igurc 6-13,. which was extracted from Reference o - i l , shows some
typical results which can be obtained, using this method to 'predic t the
radiation £rom a single plume. Given-the complexities associated with
the three-dimensional flow field and shock structure of rnultiplumes,
chemical reactions in free boundaries and the unknown nature of particle
si^es, concentrations, and densities, it would appear that these tech-
niques would, not easily lend themselves to 'a simple solution to the prob-
lem. However, reasonably accurate predictions of the incident flux to a.
point in the base region can be obtained provided the .expenditure of the
time and effort ' implied in using these techniques is not prohibitive.
As is so often the case, a simple engineering method (i'. e. , one which
is reasonably accurate most of the time and simple to use ) would be
very beneficial in solving this problem.
6 .3 .2 Surface Radiation'Approximation • -
For certain conditions,, it is possible to treat the plume as a •
dif fusely radiating surface. The physical implication of this approxi-
mation is that the absorption coefficients associated with the gas
.in the outer layers of the plume are so large that the gas is es-sentially
opaque for any significant thickness. This situation exists when the
gas is heavily laden with particulate materials. '
3y treating the radiating plumes in this manner, the problem
becomes mathematically simple as shown by Equation 6-14. The problem
vvith'th'is approximation is that the spatial variation -in emissive pow.er
of trie plume must be known in order to predict the incident heat flux.
Often this.can be deduced from radiation measurements taken during
engine static test f ir ings.
To aid in calculating the heat transfer between a diffusely
plume and an arbitrarily located area in the base region,
omputer program, has been developed (Ref. 1-6). The details of
6-23
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oi this program arc given in the app;endix. The program has the ca'pa- j
bility to compute the radiation f rom, multiple .plumes, including any |
- - I
blockage by intervening plumes or nonparticipating surfaces. j
i
To show how well the calculated radiation agrees with the •
measured radiation, comparisons were made with the Saturn S-IC •
flight test results and are shown in-Figures 6-14 through 6-21. The j
F - i . eng ine plume emissive power, shown in Figure 6-14, was obtained j
by extrapolating measured results taken during static tests oi an K-1 j
(Saturn S-I) engine, in extrapolating the H-l engine plume emissive •
power to the F-1'engine'plume, it was assumed that the dimension- ' ; 1
less distance, X/D, would be the same for both engines. The only justi- j
fi cat ion for this is that both engines used the same propellants (LOX/ :
RP-1) and the afterburning appeared to start at approximately X/D ~ 1
for both engines. It is anticipated that better agreement would have been j
obtained if the actual F-l emissive power-were available. The plume ;
i
shape was obtained from photographs taken during the static tests. • j
The plumes were divided into short cylindrical segments over which
the emissive power could be assumed constant as shown by the dashed
line in Figure 6-14. Since the available literature indicated two possible
levels of the plume emissive power (Figure 6-14), both of these were
used in the. computations. The sea-level radiant flux was computed for
two heat shield locations corresponding to the heat flux meters, C60-106
and C6 1-106 shown in Figure 6-15, and three engine locations corre-
sponding to C57-101, C5S-105, and C150-101 shown in Figures 6-15
and 6-16. The calculated and measured results are shown.in Figures
6-17 through 6-21. • For-the .calculated results, the upper and lower parts
of the band shown in the figures correspond to the upper and lower emis-
sive power curves of Figure 6-14. Because of launch, pad'deflections of
the F-l engine plumes, the computed flux should be compared with the
flight heat flux measured after lift-off (possibly 5 to 15 seconds). •
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A s : p r ev ious ly stated, t h e shortcoming o f this method i s its. . j j
re l iance or. the measured plume emissive power, ideally the plume ' •
emiss ive powc;->- would be measured with a scanning radiometer f rom 3. f~l ' I
LJ ;posi t ion which o f f e r e d complete visibility of tne plume. However, • ' f
the accessibi l i ty of the olume and the environment often make this • •! j '•
LJ. !
:mpo.i sibie. As a resul t , neat flux meters located in close proximity
to the engine exit and measuring only the irradiation to a point must be f j :
i \ ,
relied upon to est imate tiie emissive power, ine emissive power is i
es t imated by i terat ing to determine what emissive power as a function i 1 j
LJ -
of dis tance will give agreement with tiie measured incident flux. '
i
. ' » 1 :f
6 .3 .3 Radiation at Altitude '• ) I •'
I
Because of trie empirical nature of the surface radiation model —- j
i ' '
and its dependence upon radiation measured during static testing of ' - f—-' j
a single engine at sea level, 'it is not applicable to higher altitudes. • r^< •
f '
One empirical technique which was used with reasonable success in *—1 :
predicting the Saturn booster base radiant flux is the so-called "radia- •—\ j
I \ 'tion decay method". This method consists of predicting the radiation —• i
at an altitude on the basis of previous flight test results. Some'of the • j—> •
limitations associated with this technique have been discussed pre- • ' '—'
vicusiy in References 1-4 and 1-5. The general idea in using this .' . ' i—j !i
•;echnique is to select a vehicle with a configuration and propellants *—' ; i
wliich are s imilar to those of the vehicle to be designed. Fortunately f 3
• . . . L J
the iniiignt radiation characteristics in the base regions of enough . '
dissimilar vehicles have been measured to make this possible'most of i 5 ;
.. . „; • • ' LJ !tne time. The base radiation charac'censtics, as a function of altitude j
of several vehicles, are shown in Figures 6-22 and 6-23. ' | '• j
Because of the -similarity between some of the current space . :
shuttle configurations and the Titan IIIC, it is anticipated that the base . •-j } '
radiation characteristics will be similar to those shown for the Titan '. j
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II J.C in Figures 6-22 and. 6-23. Although the Space Shuttle radiation-is
still being investigated, an indication of the level can "be seen in the
comparison between the Saturn 1, S-IC, and Titan IIIC" (Ref. -3-S)
measured radiant fro;-: shcwn--in Figure 6-24.
6. 4 SMGlixE CRYOPRGPEiLLAlSfT EFFECTS
' • With respect to the base heating -problem, ' engine cryopropcllant
ef fec ts , are those effects which are caused by the extremely low-
temperature cryogenics. The -most Interesting example of this effect
was noted during, the vacuum chamber test-firings of the J-2 engine.
Film taken during the tests indicated that a condensed liquid and ice
• layer existed near the wall at the exit of the J-2 engine. At first it
was. thought to be inconceivable that condensation could exit, con-
sidering the engine chamber temperature (and therefore the gas total
temperature) of approximately 53 700° F which is several thousand
degrees above the temperature at which condensation can be.formed.
KG\vever, considering the J-2 engine cooling circuit (Figure 6-25) in
which liquid.hydrogen at a temperature of -423° F is forced through the
wall of the engine, it was concluded that condensation was not only possi-
ble but probable. In conjunction with this problem., a cursory analysis
of the effect the condensation could have upon the S-II stage base heating
was undertaken. Tne results of this analysis were documented in Ref-
erence 1-2,
• Figure 6-26 shows how and. where engine'condensation occurs
and the internal wall'temperature of the J-2 engine. At a point approxi-
mately 40 inches downstream of the engine throat the wall temperature
drops sharpb/a The riydrog.en inlet to the cooling circuit and the turbine
exhaust gas outlet are.both near this location and contribute to the shart)
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decrease. in -wall temperature. Also shown in Figure 6-2 is the satura-
tion tcmocrature of the exhaust gases. Since the wall temperature is •
"below the saturation temperature of the gas, condensation can.occur.
The study of the effect condensation could have on the S-I1
stage base heating was undertaken because, of the difference in gas
temperature'predicted, by the scale model test (~2500°F) and the in- ,
flight measured' temperature (~iOOO°F). Since the source of the
reversed flow is a small portion of the fluid which"was originally in
uhc nozzle boundary layer, it was postulated that if a condensed liquid
layer existed it could revalorize upon leaving the nozzle and signifi-
cantly reduce the base gas temperature. Other factors such as the
energy loss to external engine surfaces and to the heat shield were
also considered. The results of the study are indicated in the. follow-
agraph. • •
The ener^v loss to the external surfaces of the engine couldo > . o
have reduced the mean, temperature of the base gas a maximum of
approximately 200° F. The heat transfer to the heat shield could have
reduced the mean temperature of the base gas a maximum, of 100°-F.
To reduce the mean temperature of the base gas an. additional 1200 °F
would require a 2S to 43 percent moisture content in the reversed mass
flew. Using a laminar flow theory (the only technique presently avail-
able for computing condensation for the J-2 engine conditions), it was
shown that more than the desired amount of -condensation could have
been produced in the J-2 engine. -As a result, it was concluded that
engine wall condensation could have affected the S-II stage gas tempera-
tures and heating rates.
The possibility that the Space Shuttle engines might produce con-
densation in amounts which could also affect the base heat transfer has
been considered briefly. The latest Space Shuttle engine wall temperature
c - -i- i
1
 !
I Ipredictions, obtained f rom Rockctdyne (Re£. 6-13), indicate that con-
densation of the ^xhauso gases along the internal wall can occur when
•the engine is operating .at reduced-power levels. Figure 6-27 shows j ! '
. . - " . . " . ~ • • \ . LJ '
.tne predicted engine internal wail temperature when tne engine is
operating at the normal, emergency/ and minimum power levels.
Also shown in this f igure are the corresponding saturation tempera-
tures of the K?O exhaust gases (i. e. , temperature at which condensa-
«—i
LJ.
lion of the gas will start). • . '
Since-the wall temperature during noimal and emergency power
operation is above the saturation tempcr-ature, 'no condensation would . :
be anticipated. However, as shown in Figure1. 6-27,. the wall tempera- • j i
i • (
ture during minimum power level operation is below the saturation '
temperature and, therefore, condensation'of the exhaust, gases in the
engine wall boundary layer would be expected. The significance of the
condensation is its tendency to reduce the base region gas recovery . • .
temperature and convective heat transfer.
t
6.5 FLOW REVERSAL PHASE ANALYTICAL MODEL ^ •
• ~
 :
 D iAn analytical model of multi-engine flow reversal was developed :
)
and evaluated as a part of this study. Details of the computer program . . (""] j
- j _ ~ * - < 1 ) 1
\ i ,
and modification are discussed in Volume ill of this report. Included ' i
i
in Volume III are parametric studies of the Saturn base heat transfer f }• ;
and convcarisons between scale model test results and the flow reversal ;
program.
Shown in Figures 6-28 through 6-36 is a comparison of the flightCD O •— O
and scale model measured parameters and the analytical results obtained
from the flow reversal program.
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Figure 6-23 shows the pressure measured in the Saturn flame ' j
shield region. Also shown in the figure is the analytically computed . .
choking pressure. 'Choking pressure is the pressure at which the
flow through the vents becomes choked and no further change in ambient |.
pressure produces a change in the flow reversal conditions. As can be i
seen in Figure 6-28, the choking pressure measured during the flight •
was approximately 2. 7 psia. With one of the four center engines cutoff i
the choking pressure was reduced to approximately 0.7 psia. The chok-
ing pressure computed, using the flow reversal program, is approximately ;
0. 2-1- psia. The analytical choking pressure was computed using a Nash i
factor of unity. The Nash factor controls the amount of boundary layer r
. . y j j
fluid which is assumed to be reversed. A Nash factor-of unity essentially . •
t
assumes that the maximum, amount of fluid which can be reversed will be ' \
rever-sed.. Likewise, -a Nash factor of less than unity assumes that 'some j
of "he fluid which might reverse will not be reversed.
 Fi
The computed choking pressure is significantly less than theJ. O ^ O J
measured choking pressure (Figure 6-28). This appears to be a com- < \
. ,
mon characterist ic of the flow reversal program and, at present , can- . '•
i
not be exulained; however, several nossibilities can be suggested. Since 1
the computed pressure is lower than the measured pressure , - this indi- - • :
i
catus that more fluid is actually reversed during flight than that which i
is being computed. In Section 6. 2, it was shown that the actual plume • i
expanded more upon leaving the nozzle' than was inidicated by the inviscid ••' i
flow approximations (Figure 6-7). This suggests that either the inviscid ' !
prediction of the plume boundary is net accurate for large liquid engines ;
or a thicker mixing layer exists along the outer periphery of the plume. ' '
IZithcr of these conditions would cause more gas to be reversed into the
base region resulting in a higher choking pressure. - i
Figure 6-29 shows the measured and computed Saturn S-I flame j i '•
shield gas temperature. The computed values shown are for Nash lac- '.
tor.-, cf 1.0 and 0.35. In Figure 6-29 the computed gas temperature j~~| •
• ' • -' . " . U I
a:rrec-.'i -.veil with the measured gas teinperature; However, tins is not . '
charac' .cvi-Jtic 'bf the program.. As will be seen in later comparisons,. \ • • '
•;.hc: computed gas temperatures tend to be higher than the measured !
t^-^e-a^-u-es. " - . p) *
- ' LJ '
. The Saturn S-IC flight and s-cale model measured, base gas i
t em ' i c ra iu rcs and the computed gas temperatures are shown in Figure
6-30. The Tiight temperatures are those measured by the heat shield
i"> 5 inches below the surface) C52-IQ6. Because'of the scale of ,' !
the model, d i f fe rcn- recovery temperatures are obtained from the flow . [("r~~~v » j
reversal progz-am for the model and the flight vehicle. In Figure 6-2") j j '• t
the computed gas temperature is approximately twice as high as the . . i
flight measured temperature. The gas temperature computed for the [_j '
scale model shows better agreement. As discussed in Section 3, the
•^  I-*1"*} i
' , i j
flight gas tcmperatuz-c probes had the potential for error, which might i i . t
explain a portion of the difference betv/een the computed temperatures . ••
•and.the -measured values; however, it is unlikely that the full difference ; } ;
could'be'attributed to probe errors.
Shown in Figure 6-31 is the comparison of the S-IC heat shield
flight; scale mo-del, and analytical flow reversal program convective . i ! j
. ' . J i
neat flux. ihe computed results siiow good agreement with both the - :
i
flight and scale model measured heating rates.' Both the magnitude of \ 1 j
the "heat flux and the trend predicted for the scale model,- with'respect ~~ ;
to the flight configuration (i. e. , scale model convective heating higher j""1 .
man the flight convective heat flux), show good agreement. Apparently,
the high, predicted gas temperature and the low predicted pressure tend . ; j
to compensate each other when-the conve.ctive flux-is computed. • . .
S>.cv/n ir. Figure 6-3Z is the comparison of the Saturn S-il upper
.^'-i-^-~ _'l'i^'I:L a::d analytical flow reversal program computed heat shield
•;rv:.:~urcs. The or-edicted choking pressures indicated choked flow
•.vou'_.'i G-CCUL- at an altitude prior to the altitude at which S-ll flight stage
o•/.;'.;i.'.c ignition occurred. This simply means that the flow in the S-II
^..^j region is predicted to choke immediately after engine ignition and
remain choke-el throughout the flight. As can be seen in Figure 6-32,
•_he computed base pressure is approximately the same for both the
model and flight configurations. The computed pressures are signi-
ficant! v lower than those measured during the flight. During the flight
• . O C1 • O O
'.hi'- measured pressure varied between 0. 05 psia and 0. 06 psia. The
pressure computed using the flow reversal program varied between
(;„ •";!? for N = 1 and 0. 001 for N = 0. 35. -The difference cannot be
e:-:-;lainecl at this'time except for the reasons suggested for the Saturn'
- — • O O •
£-1 flam<^ shield.
The flight measured and computed S-II-stage base gas tempera-
•L :r^-s aro shown in Figure 6-33. As with the S-IC stage, the computed
Lc-v/.v^ratuz-es are approximately tv/ice as high as the measured gas
* . • ~ — / . o - o
temperatures. -
Shown in Figure 6-34 is a comparison of the S-II stage flight,
occ.-o me del measured, and computed ccnvective heating rates. As
v.-.,/. ine S-IC stage the computed heating rates appear to show reasonably
y;oc:: -^;r cement with both the scale model and' flight'test results. •
Figures 6-35 and 6-36 show comparisons, between the S-IV stage.
•..I--.:^.:v measured and the flow reversal model computed heating rates
;.-;.^. pror isures . These results indicate approximately the same trend
^.-..-'au.ii.'icd by the previous comparison.
- •
 (
'
:
 co::c:.v~:o>:s SCARPING THE DIAGNOSTIC AND
Some cc:-.clusicr.s arrived at regarding the diagnostic and predic- '•
..... ' ! i >
nor. tecnmcucs are tnc ;ojLiov/ing: . i _ } ;
i
o Tr.ov.c'h net as important as the other sources of heat $"~1 :
rransl 'er it appears that the base convectivc cooling LJ
during the aspiration phase can be predicted to an . ',
acccp-jable' degree. • • * j :
- • • i i
c The inability to predict the actual plume boundary
(including the viscous mixing and reacting layer ) !""•) ':
revents establishing the onset of flow reversal. A ' ' — •• .
thicker and'less energetic plume boundary layer
could also explain some of the apparent problems I ' \ '
with the analytical prediction of flow reversal. • t ; : >
o The use of gaseous radiation techniques and band . . \ j ..-
models will probably eventually lead to appropriate '—' ' <
methods for predicting plume--radiation.' However, • , .- •; |
at the present time, these methods, appear to be \ \ i
complex, .time-consuming, and limited (except for ' ^—' J [
special com-outation) to single plumes. The latter is < '
" ~ *• f—»~r. i J
related -co the inability to completely define the very \ \ < t
complicated impinging plume thermodynamic prop- '•-—'
. erties and not to the radiation computation teclmicues, ',
per se. • ' ' ' Mil
o For engineering coimputations-, the use of the radiation ^
'decay method appears to give acceptable results; how- j j j •
ever, this method requires that the plume ground level • • '—' ' j
radiation be known.
o Studies of engine cryopropeliant effects indicate that
condensarlon of the engine exhaust products can occur
•.vnen tlie wall temperature is below the saturation
temperature of the exhaust ga's. The effects of conden-
sation on the base environment could be significant.
o The analytical flow reversal orogram. appears to over-
predict tne base gas temperature and unclerpredict the
oase pressure; however, these, effects appear to be
i—n
I
r
offse t when predicting the base convective heat trans-
fer . The ~jrcgram a^oears to offer an alternate'means
of making acceptable predictions of the convective heat
t r ans fe r curing flov/ reversal. ' • -
The inability of the flow reversal program to accurately
predict the gas temperature and pressure appears to be
related to insufficient reversed mass from the jet.
This, in turn, could be related to the inability to accu-'
rratoly predict the expanded plume mixing layer.
Further research in this area is recommended.
Iv.':V}hasis should be placed on definin0 ' the thcrmo-
» i - O
dynamic and flow fields'in the mixing liones-of jet
plumes of large rocket engines.. The effects of turbine
exhaust gas discharge'and cold walls on the nozzle
boundary layers should be included-.
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